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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SAFESPOT (Cooperative Systems for Road Safety “Smart Vehicles on Smart Roads”)
is an integrated research project co-funded by the European Commission Information
Society Technologies among the initiatives of the 6th Framework Program. Its aim is to
prevent road accidents developing a Safety Margin Assistant (an Intelligent Cooperative
System based on Vehicle to Vehicle - V2V - and Vehicle to Infrastructure - V2I communication) that detects in advance potentially dangerous situations and that
extends drivers´ awareness of the surrounding environment.
BLADE (Business models, Legal Aspects and DEployment) is one of the subprojects of
SAFESPOT, aiming at proving the feasibility of the SAFESPOT architecture from a
business perspective. The analysis involves many aspects (organizational, legal,
responsibilities, regulations, economical), evaluating risks and defining guidelines and
suggestions for the different stakeholders of the SAFESPOT concept.
This document comprises the results of the second step in a three stage approach
towards a ranking of possible business models for the SAFESPOT service. In the first
stage 10 possible business models are identified and analysed. In this second stage a
further analysis is performed to identify and assess different criteria (aspects) that
determine the market for the SAFESPOT service, and to provide a preliminary ranking
of the business models identified in the first stage. This preliminary ranking is performed
in order to be able to provide a view on the most interesting business models for further
analysis in the third and final stage of this work package.
This report, describes the three main aspects influencing the market for SAFESPOT:
the position of the end user (1), the potential business drivers (trends, threats,
opportunities) (2) and the alternative government strategies (3) including the possible
policy objectives and measures that support these objectives. Finally the report
describes the criteria that are important for the ranking of the business and service
models and the results of the ranking based on the evaluation of business drivers and
influencing factors.
In the last phase of the process of ranking the approach was further refined. Because
the selection of the “best” business model is dependent of the stakeholders view, the
approach to rely exclusively on experts views showed some evident weakness. It
appeared that the way interview questions were posed and explanation or context was
provided, could lead to biased results. Therefore a more solid approach, the method of
the Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) was introduced. For this MCA the criteria developed to
perform the expert questionnaires could still be used. The criteria for this MCA are
introduced and discussed in this document (chapter 4). In order to maintain the goal of
this second and intermediate step, a preliminary ranking is reported (chapter 5) based
on the data gathered. The intermediate results of the former process, including some
interesting information revealed in the questionnaires, are reported in Annex 1 to 4.
For the final ranking (third stage, WP6.6.3) the results of the adapted process will be
analysed and reported in D6.6.3 “Final selection of services and business models”.
Analysis of the input data regarding the end user position, the business drivers and the
alternative government strategies, allowed establishing the following key aspects:
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•

The market analysis and end user survey reveal that there is a market for
cooperative safety systems. Although the user survey shows that most people
consider safety is a basic need and should be provided at no extra cost, the
majority of the respondents indicate it is acceptable to pay a fee for additional
safety services. Frontal and rear collision warning systems are most noted as
useful. Runners up are: Pedestrian Detection, Safety Distance Warning and
Emergency Vehicle Warning. Adding other services to the platform create the
possibility to increase the market penetration.

•

The cooperative technology is considered mature enough but reliability remains
an issue to be researched further, e.g. by means of tests over a longer period
such as FOT’s. Due to the current status of development (product readiness) and
the lack of consensus (yet) on deployment scenario’s, for automotive suppliers it
is difficult to commit themselves to a realistic step by step deployment planning.

•

Analysis of trends and business drivers (e.g. number of aging people, costs of
electronic components) show that they have different leverage but each point in a
positive direction.

•

Governments and public institutions such as policy makers, road authorities and
road operators have a large number of means and instruments to influence
further deployment of Cooperative Systems; influencing instruments can be
directed to the level of input, throughput, output and outcome, all within the
boundaries of the political preferences and power of the acting national
governments. The challenge is to direct these instruments to the proposed goal
and to remain consistent in the approach because of the large possible relations.
Clear directives, rules and policies, also on a European level, facilitate that
process.

•

The question “what is the best business model” may be influenced because of
political or cultural circumstances on national level. For this reason a method of
the scorecard is introduced with the aim to produce data useful for public
authorities and political entities (always named as public) to decide the right
actions.

The content of the present report reflects the current stage of the work that is
progressing in BLADE. For a final ranking the more factual information of the
organisational architecture, the assessment and evaluation has to be taken into
account. This will be dealt with in the final report on the Business Modelling work
package: D6.6.3 “Final ranking and selection of service and business model”. This
report has to be considered as an intermediate result in a wider process.
In order to validate the intermediate results of this research, a number of organisations
and experts, internal and external to SAFESPOT have been consulted. Because of the
complexity and the large number of design parameter that still need to be set or decided
upon, it is challenging to find among the different stakeholders the people that have a
clear vision on cooperative (safety) systems. In the next stage of WP6.6 specific actions
need to be arranged in order to obtain unbiased results.
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Introduction
The goal of the study performed in the WP6.6 – Business Models is to identify the
most promising Business or Service Model (B&SM) for SAFESPOT. To reach out
this outcome, the activity has been structured in three main phases:
1. to define alternative business and service models (D6.6.1);
2. to make a first ranking of them (D6.6.2);
3. to select the best one (D6.6.3).
The relations among this deliverable and the other WPs activities are clarified in the
chart described in Figure 1, where the related BLADE deliverables are represented
according to the time of their release.
The work has been mainly organized along the lines of 3 subsequent steps. The first
outcomes of WP6.1 (D.6.6.1 “Service and business models definition”) are the input
data for WP6.2 (D.6.6.2 “Preliminary ranking of alternative business models”). This
information is used to perform the last step: the final ranking and selection of service
and business models. It should be underlined that this last step, the selection of the
best business model will not provide a realistic result. The interpretation of “best” will
be dependent of the view of the different stakeholders. To provide a ranking a more
complex process, based on the method of the multi criteria analysis was performed.
Different criteria, relevant to the range of BM & SM proposed, were scored by the
SAFESPOT stakeholders.
In this document the activities and the results to perform a preliminary ranking of the
B&SM, as defined in D6.6.1 “Service and business models definition”, are reported.
The main topics covered are:
• First preliminary ranking of each B&SM based on preliminary quantitative
evaluations (socio-economic, financial and market assessment) and
Legal and Risk Analysis.
• Analysis of the potential business driver of each Business and Service
Models;
• Alternative government intervention strategies together with their expected
impact on the possible business and service models.
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Figure 1 - BLADE Deliverable Timetable1

1

This Deliverable timeline is based on what is written on the T.A.
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Innovation and contribution to the SAFESPOT Objectives
The business models introduced in SAFESPOT/BLADE will contribute to the
perception by all stakeholders/actors of the value of the SAFESPOT service. The
innovative contribution of this deliverable is that this analysis is performed from three
perspectives: a user, a market and a government perspective of the provisioning of
the SAFESPOT services. The distinction of criteria to determine the attractiveness of
the 10 different business and service models provides comprehensive insight of
which model is appropriate in which deployment context. The analysis on the criteria
identified provides a basis for the final ranking process.
Specific effort is put into the analysis of the possible roles and means that
Administrations and/or Road Authorities can use to influence the business case of
SAFESPOT. The result is the creation of a scorecard for each of the 10 business
models. This score card is an innovative tool that allows Administrations and/or
Road Authorities to be involved in the deployment of SAFESPOT with the
application of roles and means that fit the political preferences or the preferences of
their governmental institutions.
The provision of a preliminary ranking serves the process of further narrowing down
the number of possible business models for SAFESPOT in a transparent way. The
search of an appropriate methodology for this preliminary ranking of the Business
and Service Models (B&SM) was a very delicate process to carry out. Some relevant
needs which are worth to mention concern the distinctive criteria to be used for a
viable ranking method, and the need to conduct the workflow for the designed
process with care and precaution, since results can be biased. These precautions
need to be adopted in the procedures and methodology for the final ranking.
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Methodology
First of all it was necessary to analyze more thoroughly the results coming from
D6.6.1 “Service and business models definition” in order to create and share a
common vision about the end user position and the relation and influence to the
different B&SM.
To rank the 10 B&SM coming from the D6.6.1, a unique criteria and an absolute
ranking does not exist. Systems and B&SM are really complex and the only
reasonable approach is to evaluate how good the B&SM is in respect to a number of
criteria. Also the criteria selection can influence the evaluation and must be done
carefully. The possibility to have some public participation in the B&SM can be
confused with the potential future policies that government or other institution can
decide to adopt.
As a consequence of this scenario it became clear to the BLADE team that different
objectives need to be met and consequently different skills are required. Therefore it
was decided to divide the work into different parts, possibly independent, able to
provide a better result for the preliminary ranking.
A common action was to select the criteria for the ranking and to identify other
parameters to be considered after the ranking, to perform a final evaluation.
In the list of parameters that are out of the criteria for the ranking, the business
drivers were collected; these are elements useful to provide more details on the
business models (elements that from a general viewpoint provide confidence that
the deployment of such systems is possible).
Possible government interventions are researched to provide a deeper insight into
possible strategies for implementation of B&SM (public or private). This activity is
related to the Social Costs and Benefits Analysis (SCBA) that is conducted in
WP6.5. In the SCBA all effects which can be monetarised are included in the
calculation of costs and benefits. However, not all criteria can be expressed in terms
of money. Especially more “soft” criteria, so called imponderables e.g. political
preferences, constitutional settings, innovation culture or economic instruments
cannot be expressed in terms of money (“non-monetarised”). Still they are
considered as criteria on which the business models can be “ranked”. For that
reason in this report the criteria for ranking the business models are complemented
with “non-monetarised criteria”.
The tool developed for this preliminary ranking was also the opportunity to share a
common dictionary of simple definition usable and comprehensible to all. The usage
of this tool allowed the team to validate the criteria identified. This approach is a first
step in the Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) that will be performed in WP6.6.3, Final
ranking of business models.
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Deliverable structure
The deliverable is structured in the following chapters:
1. End user position
This chapter is fully dedicated to summarize how the final users perceive the
SAFESPOT solution proposed, their willingness to pay and their general
opinion about the safety systems and new technologies.
2. Business Drivers
The chapter is dedicated to the distinction of business drivers and the trends
that are influencing the business drivers. Trends and business drivers are
discussed and explained in detail. The fast market and the present
economical situation are also considered as important factors. For this reason
a paragraph titled “Last minutes news” was introduced.
3. Alternative government intervention strategies
In this chapter the possibilities coming from alternative government
intervention strategies to encourage the development and the deployment of
each B&SM are analysed. Under this vision a separate ranking based on
comments is reached. The chapter would be an initial paper of suggestions
and discussion elements for the public authorities potentially involved in the
future SAFESPOT deployment.
4. Ranking Criteria
In this chapter the criteria selected for the ranking and the developed and
adopted procedure are explained. For each criterion the following is
addressed: the definition, what is investigated by the SAFESPOT-BLADE
team, the comparative market or scenario that is used to produce the
concrete question(s) to the specialists involved in the procedure.
5. Performing a Preliminary ranking of results
This chapter contains the methodology and the experience with the ranking
method initially proposed. The chapter is revised and adapted to the latest
insights after performing a first preliminary ranking. From the lessons learned
a new process for the final ranking is adopted. The presentation of this
preliminary ranking is reported in the “ANNEX - The preliminary ranking
performed”.
The
adaptation
refers
also
to
“
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ANNEX – List of criteria: definition and question posed for each of them”
which contains the information collected during the interviews with experts. In
the interviews two crucial and frequent comments (public involvement,
technology maturity and reliability of the SAFESPOT system) are reported
often. These are also addressed in the conclusions.
6. Overall conclusions
This section describes the overall conclusions and the implications for the
next and final steps: the final ranking of the business and service models.

1 End User position

1.1 Introduction: SAFESPOT perceived by the final user
In this chapter a summary of the most important User Acceptance and Market
Assessments results developed in the D6.6.1 “Service and business models
definition” is collected. It should be reminded that D6.6.1 was deeply reviewed in
order to achieve a very detailed analysis. The results obtained from the deep
analysis of the previously collected data, allowed to define some relevant areas of
investigation.
Mainly the following aspects have been highlighted:
o the safety value for the final users,
o the most promising vehicle segments for SAFESPOT.

1.2 Methodology and motivation for this new data analysis
The sustainability of a new business on the market cannot be kept apart from the
analysis of the environment that surrounds it. The political, economic, social and
technological aspects influence and drive more often the business strategic
decisions.
The absence of a market orientation can compromise the ability to have success, to
survive, to adapt itself to the environments changes. “Market orientation” is a
business approach that focuses on identifying and meeting the stated or hidden
needs or wants of the customers, through its own or acquired products.
A “Market Oriented” approach thus implies that all the functions of a project /
enterprise will have to be considered in the analysis. All the actors and the
participants (Final Customers, Main Stakeholders and Actors, Competitors, Opinion
Leaders) who directly or indirectly influence the end user decisions must be
considered as part of the market, in an extensive sense but the final actor that make
the market is the user.
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Figure 2 - Market Driven Approach

The SAFESPOT actors and participants2 have been identified and then contacted
with two surveys:
1. Stakeholders’ Survey3: to investigate the relevant Business and Service Models
Aspects from a “Stakeholder and Actors” point of view.
2. User Acceptance Analysis4: To investigate the relevant Business and Service
Models Aspects from an “End user” point of view.
Literature shows that this approach is particularly effective when it is applied with a
structured End User analysis process, like in the SAFESPOT Project. It consists of a
series of phases linked to each other; with very specific objectives. Each phase’s
output introduces the subsequent step.
2

In relation with the two SAFESPOT configurations (Base and Plus), different actors are involved:
The Actors for the SAFESPOT Base configuration are: Insurance Companies, Map Provider,
Public Authorities, Road Operators, C2C and/or CLEPA and/or ASECAP and/or ACEA and/or
other institution, OEMs, Suppliers
The additional Actors for the SAFESPOT Plus configurations are: Service Provider (Telecom
Operator) Content Provider (Traffic Control Center)
The Stakeholders for SAFESPOT are: End Users, Lobbying Organisations, Research Centers,
Universities, Opinion Formers, Motoring Clubs, Media, Financial Transaction House

3

A specific methodology together with the results is described in Deliverable 6.6.1 Chapter 3.

4

The methodology used, together with the results, is illustrated in Deliverable 6.6.1 Chapter 4.
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In this case (first phase done and reported in D6.6.1), the user need identification
aims at defining a list of specific actions.
In details these actions are finalized to identify:
•

the most popular SAFESPOT functions (understand which features the
users want);

•

the Ways Of Payment (investigate pricing topics);

•

the Deployment Aspects (how they would prefer to be informed about new
on-vehicle safety functions and by whom);

•

the future size of the SAFESPOT market, including approximate demand
by, 2020 and 2030.

For this reason the results of the on-line questionnaire that was setup in the first
step in order to investigate the above aspects have been further analyzed in order
to better understand not only the significance of the sample at Macro level
(checked and revised in the first step) but also to verify minor differences in the
perceived value of the functions in the different classes of respondents and to
perform a critical analysis of the possible reasons of the choices.
A comparison with results from other studies regarding safety functions was made.
Another typical analysis of this phase is related to the Competitors and marketing
environments. In BLADE this analysis is part of WP6.5 and the results will be
reported inside Deliverable 6.5.5 “Assessment and Evaluation”
Here we want to remind that SAFEPOT addresses cooperative systems compared
to ADAS systems and that SAFESPOT components must be based on standards.
For this reason it is highly probable that standard solutions will emerge trying to
build the market.
On the other hand a first battle is going to be fought at standardisation level where
different viewpoints will face and a harmonization shall be achieved among
different available solutions for the basic protocols and for the share of the
licensed frequency band among safety or other applications. The state of the art
seems to say that an harmonization between USA and EU is close to be reached,
at least in terms of main frequencies, so that the electronic industry can adopt
generic solutions leading to lower prices for all actors.
For this reason the preliminary steps for this competitor analysis are oriented to
analyze whether it is worth to have a specific SAFESPOT solution instead of
investing in other safety measures. Input for this competitor analysis is the
comparison of the systems in USA and Japan reported in D6.6.1 (chapter 5).
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1.3 The users acceptance analysis
This section is mainly devoted to summarize the main results from the User
Acceptance and Market Assessments.
A survey for investigating user acceptance was performed and 1874 answers to a
structured questionnaire were collected among a representative sample of the
potential European users of SAFESPOT applications.
The data collected in the survey were analysed and a first analysis of the collected
results was included in the D6.6.1. A deeper analysis was then performed and the
results are here reported.
The basic SAFESPOT functions (Safety warnings at intersections; Safety distance
warning; On-vehicle road signs provision; Frontal or rear collision warning;
Emergency vehicle warning; Pedestrian detection) reported the fundamental
result, in terms of user acceptance analysis, to have a quite positive evaluation. In
particular the following ranking came out:

2 - useful

3 - neutral

4 - useless

5 - very
useless

useful (1 + 2)

useless (4+5)

D - Rear or frontal collision warning
F - Pedestrian detection
B - Safety distance warning
A - Safety warnings at intersections
E - Emergency vehicle warning
C - On-vehicle road signs provision

1 - very
useful

Table 1 - User preference for SAFESPOT functions

69%
52%
33%
30%
29%
20%

23%
33%
38%
37%
41%
37%

4%
9%
17%
17%
20%
26%

2%
4%
8%
10%
7%
12%

2%
2%
4%
6%
3%
5%

92%
85%
71%
67%
70%
57%

2%
4%
8%
10%
7%
12%

It’s interesting to observe that the function ordering will change a little bit in the
case that we consider a more aggregated quotation (the last two columns). In this
case the emergency vehicle warning function becomes more scored that the
safety warning at intersection. It’s encouraging to observe that the score is higher
or equal than 70% for at least 4 functions on 6.
If we consider a very rough classification as the following one proposed:
Table 2 - User classification

Useful (1+2) consideration 0% -24% 25% -50% 51%-74% 75%-100%
Class
Wrong
Poor
Positive Very positive
It is possible to conclude that the SAFESPOT is proposing two classes of
functions: positive and very positive.
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According to the ranking, the SAFESPOT functions most popular are:
•

Frontal or rear collision warning 5

•

Pedestrian detection

The On-vehicle Road Signs provision is the less preferred function.
However, as already mentioned, all the functions are considered useful.
When speaking about safety the discussion about the topic “safety is not an
optional” (see D6.6.1) is always open and thus from the business and deployment
viewpoint it is really relevant to know the users’ willingness to pay.
From this point of view the user acceptance survey was overall quite positive and
for the preferred functions the threshold of 50% was passed in the positive answer
to the question: is it “worth to pay”?
Specifically frontal or rear collision warnings got a score of 63% and Pedestrian
detection of 52%:
In regard to the ways of payment, the majority of respondents expressed a clear
preference to get SAFESPOT when they buy a car, with its price included in the
overall vehicle’s price. If they had to pay to buy the system, most of them would be
willing to pay more than 150 Euro1. Among the ones who selected “Pay when I
buy a car”, the majority would pay 150 - 350 €.
As regards to the Pay-per-use modality, the respondents are willing to spend less
than 100 euro/10.000 km. About the annual fee, the majority would prefer to spend
less than 50 euro/year, while the 36.3% would like to spend 50-100 euro/year.
Among the few people who selected the monthly fee option the majority would like
to spend less then 5 euro/month.
Beyond the safety applications, the most cited additional function that the users
would like to have on board is Traffic Information.
About the best way to improve road safety there is a quite similar distribution for
the three options: improving driver’s education and road infrastructure together
with the introduction of on-vehicle functions to help the driver to prevent accidents.
The adoption of enforcement measures was the less preferred option.
The respondents said they would prefer to be informed about new on-vehicle
safety functions through TV, Internet and newspapers by Government, Car
dealers and automobile clubs.
1.3.1 Market penetration
It is here reported a very short paragraph on the market penetration that it is
obviously related to the user acceptance.
The market penetration was investigated in the stakeholders’ survey (see D6.6.1).
The results from this activity must be considered with care for different reasons:
one reason is related to the early stage of development of cooperative systems;

5

(very useful + useful)
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the other reason is the strong dependency from factors as the price and the
regulatory aspects (mandatory system, responsibilities etc.).
The market penetration levels can be described as follows. For the Business
Models6 the average market goes from a 13%-14% penetration in 2015, growing
to 30%-33% in 2020 and increasing in 2030 with a 55%-59% penetration rate.
The average market penetration for the Service Models7 shows lower values,
starting from a 10%-12% penetration in 2015, growing up to the 23%-27% in 2020
and increasing in 2030 with a 43%-46% penetration rate (not reaching the half of
the total market).
The questionnaire shows that adding more functionality, such as traffic
information, automatic road toll payment and parking reservation could increase
the SAFESPOT market penetration between 0% and 30%.

1.4 Further analysis of the users based on the SAFESPOT survey
When items are classified according to two or more criteria, it is interesting to
investigate whether these criteria act independently of one another. The aim of the
analysis performed was to check if the perceived utility of the SAFESPOT
functions is dependent from the profile of the users and from their driving
experience.
In particular the following variables have been considered:
o Gender
o Age
o Driving Licence (years)
o km driven in the last year
o Car Equipment (functions installed on the car)
In probability theory, to say that two events are independent means that the
occurrence of one event makes it neither more nor less probable that the other
occurs. The methodology adopted in this analysis to verify that independence is
the Chi-squared test.8
6

The SAFESPOT functions are paid from the general fiscal income, fully (without any contribution of
the final user) or partially (with a contribution of the users).
7
The cost of the service is completely in charge of the user.
8
The chi-square distribution results when independent variables with standard normal distributions
are squared and summed. In probability theory and statistics, the chi-square distribution (also chi-

χ2

squared or
distribution) is one of the most widely used theoretical probability distributions in
inferential statistics, e.g., in statistical significance tests. It is useful because, under reasonable
assumptions, easily calculated quantities can be proven to have distributions that approximate to the
chi-square distribution if the null hypothesis is true. If Xi is k independent, normally distributed random
variables with mean 0 and variance 1, then the random variable Q is distributed according to the chisquare distribution.
The chi-square distribution has one parameter: k - a positive integer that specifies the number of
degrees of freedom (i.e. the number of Xi). The chi-square distribution is a special case of the gamma
distribution
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The results obtained are shown in the Table 3, where the “X” means that the
answers given for the specific function on the row are strictly dependent (with an
estimated probability higher than 0.90) from the variable on the column, while the
“+” means that there is a dependence (with an estimated probability between 0.80
and 0.90); the blank cell means that the variables are independent.
All the functions are strictly dependent from the driving experience and only some
of them are dependent from other factors like age or gender.
o For function A (Safety Warning at intersections) there is a relation with the
possession of built-in phone and navigation system.
o For function B (Safety Distance Warning) there is a relation with the age, the
driving experience and the possession of stability control system, lateral
airbags, parking sensors, automatic speed control, lane departure, navigation
system, and rescue call.
o For function C (On Vehicle Road Signs Provision) there is a relation with the
gender, the driving experience, the km driven and the possession of parking
sensors.
o For function D (Rear or Frontal Collision Warning) there is a relation with the
driving experience and the possession of stability control system.
o For function E (Emergency Vehicle Warning) there is a relation with the
possession of automatic speed control.
o For function F (Vulnerable Road User Detection) there is a relation with the age
and the driving experience.
Table 3 - Influence of the sample characteristics on the SAFESPOT functions

High
Year Number
of
of
Gender Age
Km
Driving
License
Per
Year

Proprietary
of car
with
active
And
telematic
systems

Safety warnings at intersections

+

+

Safety Distance Warning

+

X

+

X

+

X

X

On-vehicle Road Signs Provision

+

Rear or Frontal Collision Warning
Emergency Vehicle Warning
Vulnerable Road User Detection

X
+

+
+

X

X

+
X

Legend: ”X”=strictly dependent (prob. >0,90);”+”=dependent (prob.<0,80)

What it is coming out is that there is an influence due to the sample but this should
be observed in a positive way. Analysis of the data collected reveals the relevance
of the driver experience. Parameters as Km/Year or ‘year of driving license’ are
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indicators for the drivers’ experience. The sample used reflect well these aspects:
56% repondents drive more than 15.000 Km/Year.

Km driven during the last year

< 15.000 44%
> 15.000 56%

And 59% has experience longer than 16 years.
1- 5 years
6%
Driving experience
6-15 years 35%
(years of driving license) 16-25 years 34%
> 26 years 25%
In a similar way the age is a parameter influencing the answers. It is interesting to
observe that the number of over 65 is quite limited; this means that probably the
knowledge coming from the experience is the most relevant influencing factor.
18-25 8%
26-40 55%
Age 41-55 29%
56-65 8%
> 65
1%
About the gender parameter, the influence is probably not real because the
sample is not well balanced as for the gender. In effect the female are only the
21% of the overall sample.

Gender

Male
79%
Female 21%

Regarding the issue of the influence due to be Proprietary of car with active and or
telematic systems, what we can notify is the following: the dependencies confirm
what is mentioned later in the business driver chapter, the users are influenced by
the technologies that they have the experience to use everyday, at the same time
they have influence on the technologies themselves influencing the markets.
1.5

Results from previous studies compared to the SAFESPOT user survey
This section is based on the results of two studies coming from Frost and Sullivan.
The first one is dedicated to the user needs and safety (2005 report), the second
one, more recent (2007 report), is focused on the future deployment of cooperative
systems.
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1.5.1 User/Customer needs at European level about safety drivers/topics
The first analysis is related to the users’ attitude versus the functions described in
the questionnaire.
First of all, as already reminded, the sum of the percentage of “useful” and “very
useful” is in the positive range for all the functions. As reported in Figure 3, it
ranges from 57% for “On vehicle Road Sign provision” to 90% for the “frontal and
collision warning”. Three functions got a score close to 70%.
This means that the cooperative systems are perceived as a real opportunity to
increase the safety. This is a very important finding for SAFESPOT and also it
provides support to the fact that safety is felt as a real need from the users and
technology does not scare the respondents. In the questionnaire there was no
description of potential effectiveness, neither of statistics related to accidents, so
they correspond in most of the cases to the instinctive perception of the real
possibility of a function to avoid the accidents.
Interestingly, the answers by the users have a good correspondence with previous
similar interviews performed at European level.

D - Rear or frontal collision warning
F - Pedestrian detection
B - Safety distance warning
A - Safety warnings at intersections
E - Emergency vehicle warning
C - On-vehicle road signs provision
0%
1 - very useful

10%

2 - useful

20%

30%

40%

3 - neutral

50%

60%

4 - useless

70%

80%

90%

100%

5 - very useless

Figure 3 - Perceived usefulness of the sample Cooperative functions

In particular, it is interesting to compare the general consensus in the usefulness
with the answers provided by interviewed people in a previous study of
FROST&SULLIVAN (year 2005).
According to this study, more than 50% of the respondents believe they have not
sufficient safety features in their car. This indication that there is room for more
safety features and therefore a market for SAFESPOT.

Figure 4 - Customer safety awareness: future additional systems installed in cars
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It should also be reminded that when preparing the questionnaire the choice of the
functions to submit was made taking into account the easiness of explanation and
the representativeness of technical solutions in SAFESPOT.
Based on these considerations further interpretation of the results are possible:
o Function D - Rear or frontal collision warning: this function is perceived as a
powerful way to avoid these types of collisions. Very probably this is due to the
fact that there is an immediate link between the function and the collision
event. This is in line with the results of the mentioned study where
respondents, perceive technologies (ABS, Seatbelts, Airbags) traditionally
associated with accident scenarios to play an important part in vehicle safety.
Technologies which are not primarily associated with accident scenarios are
perceived to be not as important to vehicle safety. However in the same study
features that “warn or inform the driver of potential risks” got a positive 50%
score and 21% of users would probably purchase the systems as an option.
o Function F - Pedestrian detection: Similarly to the previous point, the systems
aimed at Pedestrian detection are seen as effective in extending the limits of
human senses. This is a special function which is not completely managed by
SAFESPOT but could be strongly enhanced by SAFESPOT. It’s interesting to
observe that this function is strictly dependent by the age, here translated in
terms of experience (refer to the previous paragraph), probably a more
responsible driver behaviour creates in the person a perceived added value for
this function.
o Function B - Safety distance warning: from the technical point of view, it may
be considered a subset of the rear or frontal collision warning. As such it is
considered less effective than function D. Moreover, probably people with
neutral answer think to be able to estimate by themselves the good distance to
keep and the negative do not want warnings/suggestions at all. It’s interesting
to observe that the function is influenced by the factor to have experience with
technologies, probably the users become more confident.
o Function A - Safety warning at intersection: the rationale behind the lower
appreciation of this function is not easy to be explained and does not
correspond to the relative perception in the SAFESPOT team. However the
absolute score (68%) is still good. It’s interesting to observe how this function is
influenced by the factor to have experience with technologies, probably users
become more confident. Another possible way to look the same data is the
following: is the technology itself a pusher of new needs i.e. distraction at the
intersection due to phoning activity, navigation instructions or other?
o Function E - Emergency vehicle warning: it got a good score. It should be
reminded that this function does not require special add-on but the
communication unit. The utility perception may be reduced by the fact that the
presence on the road of Emergency vehicles is not a very common situation.
Nevertheless the score for this function is very good. It’s interesting to observe
that the age, that for the used sample we can better identify with experience,
influences this function selection.
o Function C - On-Vehicle road signs provision: it is perceived as less effective.
Probably the neutral or negative people think that replicating the signals has no
influence because they have good confidence in standard signals perception
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and/or messages from the infrastructure are perceived as “an intrusion”. Again
a 58% score is a positive result. This function also includes Speed Alert, in this
sense it could be compared to the first raw of Figure 5 - “Features that help to
maintain correct speed…” 2 It’s also interesting to observe that the function is
probably another one where the experience can make the difference in its
selection.

Figure 5 - Perceived importance of safety features

1.5.2 User / Customer acceptance for safety
The aim of this section is to collect, analyse and structure the available information
from the existing studies, projects, dealing with the deployment of safety
cooperative systems.
The state of the art gave interesting indications and answers to those questions
mainly concerning user acceptance/appeal and market trends.
Generally (in the projects and studies analysed) all the interviewed agree that
ADAS contribute to the reduction of people killed and injured in traffic accidents.
User acceptance seems to be very high for Intelligent Speed Alert (generally for all
ADAS Systems) for both experts and users (in the range of 80%-90% of
interviewed).
It was underlined that there is a meaningful expectation concerning the integration
between different safety systems. This trend is coherent with the SAFESPOT
objectives, showing that in the future ADAS will be integrated into one overall
system.
Concerning warning modalities, users and experts agreed that a modular,
progressive, warning strategy is necessary, employing a combination of
modalities. Tones and/or speech, combined with visual messages might be
appropriate.
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A study9 by Frost & Sullivan (2007) about “Customer Awareness of Vehicle Safety
and Perception of Current Safety Systems” produced some useful evidence, as
listed in the following.
As results also from the already mentioned previous study from Frost and Sullivan
(2005), also in this case the most part of European customers believe they have
sufficient safety features in their vehicles.
They consider passive safety features and ABS as the functions that contribute the
most to the safety of vehicles. Among active safety features, respondents are
more aware of the role of vehicle stability systems in improving safety, than of
driver warnings and collision avoidance systems. There seems to be a greater
acceptance of technologies geared towards driver distraction such as LDW (Lane
Departure Warnings), than DDW (Driver Drowsiness Warning) technologies.
In the following some of the results from the Frost & Sullivan study concerning two
main topics are reported.
Customer Preferences for Safety Systems:
Across Europe, among features that enhance braking, ABS was the most
preferred option.
Blind Spot Detection (BSD) and Night Vision System (NVS) are the most
desirable features, which aid driver vision.
Customer Preferences for Privacy and Driver Control:
Drivers across Europe generally preferred Audio warnings or a combination of
Audio/Visual warnings for different emergency situations Figure 6.
However visual warnings or a combination of Audio/Visual warnings were
preferred when there is a major malfunction in the vehicle.

Figure 6 - Most preferred warning methods

9

This study surveyed an online panel of 1635 respondents, in five European countries that have
bought or leased a new car in the last 3 years.
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Customers’ Perceived Prices, Utility and Importance:
Although 85% of respondents across Europe feel that safety is a basic need
and should be provided at no extra cost, 55% think it is acceptable to have to
pay extra for enhanced safety features (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 - Acceptability to pay extra for enhanced safety features

The key factors influencing perceived prices that consumers are willing to pay for
safety features includes the gender and the presence of infant or toddler
passengers.
Females also showed higher perceived prices compared to males.
Other factors like driving environment (urban vs. rural), do not significantly
influence perceived prices.
With reference to Figure 5, it is possible to conclude that the order of importance is
mainly based on this scale of features:
-

to protect occupant

-

to enhance braking;

-

to aid driver vision;

-

to warn or inform driver of potential risk

In this vision the SAFESPOT applications are respondent to this scale, in
particular the application frontal collision warning.

1.6 Reference markets
Indications about the reference market of Safety Cooperative Systems have been
extracted from the projects that have been considered in the analysis reported in
D.6.2.1.3. . A more detailed analysis in terms of technologies and applications for
US and Japan is reported in the D6.6.1 Chapter 5.
Generally, ADAS are installed on high segment car market (luxury cars) or on
trucks; their introduction is expanding gradually to medium level cars.
The CVIS project shows that, when products are developed for vehicles they are
initially available on high-end vehicles, often as option fits. Depending on the
system/ product they will take up to 5 or 10 years to become established in the
luxury market and become standard fit for some luxury manufacturers.
During this time the system/product will have been further developed: operating
functionality and specification will have been enhanced due to customer and
market feedback and also warranty results.
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This is maintained over another 5 or 10 years period until the system/ product has
been sufficiently developed so that the price of the technology has reduced (initial
development costs amortized), functionality improved for broader applications to
make it feasible to offer as standard on family cars and medium cars as an option.
From the CVIS Project10, the best solution for the majority of the manufacturers
would be to equip all car segments with Safety Cooperative CVIS systems
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Figure 8 - Car segments for equipment of Safety cooperative systems

About truck segments, the category on which Safety Cooperative CVIS systems
should be installed at first are the Long-haul and Light Commercial Vehicles .
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Figure 9 - Truck segments for equipment of Safety cooperative systems

10

In 2009 about 300 relevant suppliers, car and truck manufacturers from several EU countries,
through an “on-line” survey and “face to face” interviews, have been contacted to understand the
relevant aspects for the CVIS Deployment from a “Manufacturer” point of view.
.
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For SAFESPOT these results are considered to be applicable too because in
CVIS the systems are introduced at a generic description.

1.7

Conclusions and considerations

For every market customer acceptance is a critical factor and a requirement. If the
customer is expected to buy a system entirely on a voluntarily basis this parameter
becomes the main one to design the SAFESPOT business model.
From the analysis performed, it is concluded that:
o The end users are positively oriented to the SAFESPOT introduction.
o The preferred applications are those related to the Frontal/rear collision
o Communication plays an important role due to the (lack of) user awareness
(could be linked to the communication and experience)
o The end users have a willingness to pay (150 Euro or pay for use)
o The market introduction and positioning of safety services should be seen or
even shared in relation with other cooperative services, for example as
researched in the CVIS project (all vehicles)
Some considerations are necessary:
o In this study the end user was considered as a homogeneous group but also
target groups could be considered such as elderly drivers, young drivers,
notorious traffic violators etc. This is probably necessary as a future activity
probably out of this project.
o This market research is only a start-up and should be refined repeated in future
updated for the latest insights in terms of functionality and state of
development. For the current status of the SAFESPOT system the results are
considered applicable and sufficient accurate.
o The market should be investigated not in terms of overall acceptance but in
terms of specific issues such as strategies to mitigate the pricing for the final
users. In this vision the extent of the role of the public (policies encouraging the
market, similar as happened for other safety systems as ABS, ESP etc,)
becomes important.
o The level of awareness on cooperative systems is low both on the level of end
users and professional users such as road operators and policy makers. This
has an impact on the user surveys. In general the user underestimates the
price of safety functions, indicating a lack of awareness about benefits and
costs of these features. Manufacturers can increase uptake for example by
means of communication, education and a smart pricing strategy for safety
bundles.
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2 Business Drivers
The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview about the SAFESPOT
Business drivers, all the possible conditions (such as market forces, etc),
initiatives and knowledge that could support and accelerate the SAFESPOT
deployment / market penetration rates.

2.1 Introduction
The number of automotive safety systems has dramatically increased over the
last few decades, especially over the last five years. While issues, such as
engine size, vehicle design or brand image were at the forefront of the mind of
consumers some years ago, today topics such as emissions and safety are
sometimes more important.
Demand for safety features in Europe, and Asia, has traditionally been driven by
consumer desire for safer cars, while in North America government regulations
have driven development4.
New legislation is being gradually introduced in the EU as part of its goal to
reduce road deaths by 50% by 2010 and after. Further possible legislation in
Europe could include the mandatory installation of 'E-call' automatic crash
notification equipment by 2010. The advent of the European Union (EU)-backed
New Car Assessment Programme (NCAP) safety ratings could provide a spur to
systems development, with carmakers vying for the lucrative five-star rating
valued by drivers.
Socio-demographic factors together with continue improvements in Cooperative
System Technologies and Cost will make more attractive SAFESPOT for both the
Users and the main stakeholders.
A further business driver in the future could come from an unexpected area,
drivers of cars with advanced cooperative safety systems could also benefit from
lower insurance premiums, since they reduce the probability of an accident. So
far, there are no sure plans from insurance companies to support these
technologies in the form of incentives. It should also be pointed out that not all
safety systems will actually decrease the cost for insurers.
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2.2 Methodology
Three main phases have been identified, considering the objectives of this
section.
o Selection and analysis of relevant existing projects and studies (market
research results, ITS scenarios, etc) to identity the potential Business drivers.
This list has been defined on the basis of recent start date (after 2000) and
the connection with road safety topics. In addition SAFESPOT representative
actor’s points of view have been added through Individual Interviews and email exchanges.
o Delphi11 round with relevant experts on this field has been held on CRF on
January 20 2009 to discuss the available results. The output list has been
shared with all the BLADE partners through email exchanges, conferencecalls and during the meeting held in Athens on January 29th 2009.
o Final evaluation and selection of the SAFESPOT potential Business Drivers.
The results of this activity have been summarized in a template designed
according to a scheme shared among all Blade participants. The template is
divided into several columns. The rows have been filled with information
according to the following definitions:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Driver Name (the name of the Business Driver)
Driver Description (the reference page with an in depth description
of the Business Driver)
Category (the category of the Business drivers)
Potential Impact (the effect of each Business Driver)
Level of Impact (the measurement of the effect of each Business
Driver)
Here also a division of five categories:
o
Low
o
Medium
o
Null
o
High
o
Very High
Interested stakeholder group (the relevant/interested stakeholders,
both private and public ones)

A relevant issue is related to distinguish between real business driver and
present / future scenarios that are influencing the business driver.
For this reasons we have collected all in two tables.
11

The Delphi method is an interactive survey technique where participants take part anonymously. The
advantages of the survey not being conducted in a group are:
•
There is no influence of dominant persons
•
Participants are more likely to reconsider their opinion because they don’t have to defend it in public
•
There is no collective concern
•
Everyone can communicate his idea
The Delphi method can be used:
•
In case there is a lack of objective information
•
When the policy problems are formulated incompletely or intuitively, when several matters of policy are
involved, when aspects with conflicting objectives and important uncertainties are involved
•
For scenarios building, when opinions differ significantly and a close cooperation is needed
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2.3 Trends influencing the business driver
The BLADE team has recognized as relevant influencing factors some trends that
are recognised in different projects and also used by different research studies. The
SAFESPOT-BLADE team decided to consider these trends as relevant elements
able to modify or at least to influence the business driver. The trends itself are not
pushing business but they participate to change or to modify the basic components
of business.
The trends are considered at high level than business driver because they have an
influence at strategy level. They will be shared by the majority of future business in
the transport and safety area.
The trends individuated are the following:
o The Average age of European populations is increasing. This Social trend can
not be inverted in the short time. The aged people (65 years and older) need
more assistance and Cooperative Safety Systems could be a way to
significantly facilitate the driving task.
o The Users are more and more attracted by new technological contents and
they have the possibility to bundle with other services (value added,
efficiency, etc). Technological interest of users is continuously increasing due
to the large use of ICT devices (PDA, i-Phone, PC). Also, Consumer
awareness of new technologies has considerably grown due to car maker
marketing strategies. SAFESPOT could be part of a larger system able to
provide different kind of information, including the safety related one, able to
reduce stress on driver and to provide higher safety. This market trend
probably will remain unchanged in the middle / long time. In terms of world
regions, taking care of the previous trend, we can consider the following: the
technology attractiveness, in a world wide market and vision, it will remain
also in EU despite the increasing age EU population. Other world regions will
be younger and well disposed for the new technologies, and the business
market with high probability will follow this direction.
o Cooperative Systems Technologies Improve continuously. This technological
trend will contribute to accelerate the market development. It must be
considered that the cooperative systems technologies are an electronic trend
that, by now, can not be forced to go back.
o The publication of crash ratings (from agencies like Euro NCAP, Japan
NCAP, IIHS and NHTSA) is a market reality that answers to the need to make
the society more educated. In the future, rating in the Euro NCAP will play an
important role in influencing the buying behaviour more than it does now.
Vehicles with Advanced Cooperative Safety Systems will have better ratings
than their counterparts. This could drive the demand of cooperative safety
systems. The new media technologies can increase the dissemination level of
the test results and rating and associated to traditional publications (that are
expected to survive) will significantly contribute to create a culture for the
safety.
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2.3.1 A now a day picture
Before to enter in the business driver details it should be useful to take a picture of
some elements that partially are in the trends area and other in the business driver.
The report of these elements can create a better understanding of the discussion
and fatigue done to reach limited, but consolidated, business drivers.
2.3.1.1 Euro NCAP
At the Road Safety Forum (May 24th 2006) in Leipzig Germany it was reported that
“Traffic on Europe’s roads has tripled since 1970. Annual road fatalities exceed
50000, with an additional 1.7 million or so injured. The socio-economic cost of road
accidents is estimated at €200 billion a year, or 2% of the Union’s gross domestic
product…..The Commission can use a number of instruments to promote greater
safety on Europe’s roads, such as research funding, awareness raising and training
campaigns, best practice guidelines, and – when needed – legislation“. 5
The road safety remains one of the highest priorities in the EU policy agenda.
A first approach to the problem was to encourage the Automotive Industry to
increase safety level of their vehicles, by improving passive and active safety
features.
The EURO crash test programme has thus been launched in 1996. The aims of
that programme were two fold:
•
•

There was a need to increase the consumer information, to create the
safety culture;
There was a need for promoting the industry as one in which efforts are
made to improve vehicles manufactured beyond the demands of
legislation.

In this direction is moving the program that is scoring new vehicles by stars (0-5
stars) evaluating the vehicle safety in case of crash; the rating is composed of
scores in four areas: adult protection, child protection, pedestrian protection and
safety assist. The overall score is calculated by weighing the four scores with
respect to each other, while making sure that no area is underachieving.
The intention of the score is to give and indication to what extent best practice or
benchmarking has been applied to an individual car model, and not to predict the
real life outcome.
The program, named Euro NCAP, has modified the user’s culture and the car
industry at the same time. The users have more knowledge and they take care
about the quality of the products that they will buy and the car industry has merit
in terms of market share in case that a new model is scored with 5 stars.
Similar program can be found also outside of Europe as shown in the next table.
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Table 4 - Vehicle Safety Legislation: Comparison of NCAP in Different Regions 2005

Japan
NCAP
Frontal
Impact

Side Impact

US
NHTSA

Full frontal test Full frontal
at 56 km/hr
impact at 56
and Offset
km/hr
impact test at
64 km/hr

Offset frontal
impact at 64
km/hr

90× test at 55
km/hr

27× test
at 38.5
mph

90× test at 50
km/hr

None

None

Impact at 29 km/hr
for head injury
evaluation

Child and
adult head
impact at 32
km/hr

None

Child and adult
head impact at
40 km/hr and
upper leg and leg
impact at front of
the vehicle

Pole Impact

Pedestria
n Impact

Euro NCAP

Australia
NCAP
Same as
Euro
NCAP

The Euro NCAP programme has been so successful in raising the awareness of
the public that some manufacturers have based their advertisement campaigns
on the Star rating achieved in the Euro Ncap tests
A study by Frost & Sullivan (2008) analysed the Customer Awareness and
Perception of Euro NCAP.
Consumer perception of Euro NCAP today:
• Half of the respondents who know of Euro NCAP express the intention to buy
vehicles with the better rating. It is relevant to note that this tendency is not yet
uniform in all Europe, some countries, e.g. Spain, are more sensible respect to
other, e.g.UK.
Consumer perception of Euro NCAP in the next years:
In the future rating the Euro NCAP will play an important role in influencing the
buying behaviour like in North America, where the majority of respondents
(70%) stated they would be more likely to purchase, or consider the vehicle as
a purchase option, if it received a good NHTSA rating.
In this vision it should be possible that vehicles with SAFESPOT will have better
ratings than others.
•
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2.3.1.2 Users and the Technology attraction
User is more and more attracted by new technological contents and its possibility
to bundle with other services (value added, efficiency, etc.).
In the last years two of the key factors for the electronic market penetration were:
his capability to become an every day technology for all; the capability to increase
in different way his attractiveness. The main results are visible in different places:
from theatres to public transport and banks, it is tangible at home and in our
pockets with different applications. The result of this quotidian de facto reality ,
added to the fast changing and growing of the electronic applications, it has
created a new mentality where the novelty it is searched as a plus, an holder of
added value. Much more the connectivity habit has created a new life paradigm
where the relevant issue is to have the content that we need, wherever we are.
2.3.1.3 The increasing age
Anyway, this traditional, vehicle-centred approach seems to fulfil only partly the
needs, in terms of road safety, of a continuously – more and more rapidly – evolving
society.
As a matter of fact, within European countries the demographic trend with the
greatest impact will be the increase of older people and the decrease of young
people. The number of people aged 60 and over will double from 48 million in
1960 to 104 million in 20206(from 15,8% to 26,8% of the population).The number
of population aged 80 will quadruplicate. This demographical issue will have a
huge impact on different social aspect, included transport and safety related
issues.
The highest national accident rates occur in two age-groups: The Youngest and
the Oldest. The segment with the highest accident rate is age group 16-19 years.
The accident rate curve declines sharply after age 20 and remains at constant
level from ages 30 – 69 years, increasing again after age 70.
World population aged 65 years and older is growing at unprecedented rates.
Currently, the population aged 85 and over is the fastest growing of the older
population segments. It will continue to grow for the rest of the 21st century.
The graphic below, represents actual history in the state of Michigan (U.S.A.). All
drivers’ licenses increased 5.4 percent, while drivers between 70-75 increased by
20 percent and the largest growth segment were represented by drivers over the
age of 75.
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7

Figure 10 - Growth percentage 1996 over 1987

By 2020 roadways will be populated with an additional 20 million older drivers.
Current trends: toward a higher proportion of licensed drivers in the older
population and evidence that older drivers experience physical injury and death in
higher proportion than the population average. These factors are expected to
result in even higher numbers of fatalities for those aged 75 and above, unless
the automaker and regulatory community can lower their crash rate or increase
their crash protection.

8

Figure 11- Projected Growth of Aging Drivers

2.3.1.4 Consumer behaviour will change
Changes in society composition will create changes in consumer behaviours,
markets and transport requests. The consequences should be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

greater transport demand
new transport models
immigration and people moving for political or employment reasons
phenomena
increased attention on information society and quality of life
increase of households with one or two persons
environmental concerns
Alteration of consumer buying behaviour (growing demand for products with
far-off origin).
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Within this complex scenario the car driving and its new requirements for a very
dynamic society (always changing) it will become a key aspect. The safety will
remain a relevant aspect but probably the new mobility will create a bigger demand
for active safety systems. In this picture of the future the introduction of Safety
Cooperative systems becomes a natural solution: the integration of different
advanced safety systems into one overall system intends to assist the driver in the
prevention and avoidance of accidents.
2.3.1.5 The co-operation as a survival factor
Nevertheless, the introduction of such systems goes through the cooperation, which
can be difficult some time, between countries. As demonstrated also in the last
Rome conference June 2008 (http://www.undg.org/docs/9816/Summary-of-thePresident-_final_.pdf), it becomes a strategic way to survive for different companies.
Stakeholders must react to the present situation (2009) that is more depressed that
in the past, The target in terms of safety and also in terms of opportunities shall be
reached if parallel actions will be taken, to guarantee a successful action with an
affordable amount of cost for each actors, mainly the final user that can not bear
high cost. Probably the strategy of cooperation between stakeholders will move also
trough a market price strategy to guarantee for the final user an acceptable cost.
2.3.1.6 The Leadership is in the policies, regulation and harmonisation actions
Within this complex and – at the same time – delicate scenario, the definition of
suitable business drivers is not a trivial task. Anyway, three main typologies can be
identified:
•

initiatives of Public European / National Authorities to encourage the
improvement of traffic safety;

•

actions to reduce the costs of Cooperative Systems Technologies for the
Automotive Industry;

•

Actions to encourage final Users to adopt Cooperative Systems, e.g. through
economic incentives.
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2.4 The business drivers
The BLADE team has recognised the following main business drivers:
o Public pressure to improve traffic safety: it is part of the social category and
the interested stakeholder group is mainly the private sector (interest in
subsidies). The potential impact (evaluated very high) is referred to the desire
to enhance road safety and to reduce accidents with consequent increases of
the need of cooperative safety systems. More details in the section 2.4.1.
o Decreasing Cooperative Systems Technologies costs: it is part of the
technological category and the interested stakeholder group is the private
sector. The potential impact, estimated high, is referred to the fact that the low
cost systems (here mainly intended as electronic) will drive growth in volumes
in low and mid-segment vehicles. Low and Mid-segment vehicle owners are
cost conscious, and are not likely to buy the high-cost safety system options.
If the technologies are expensive, the penetration could be limited to the
luxury vehicle segments. More details in the section 2.4.2.
o Cooperation between Business strategies, an example: Current high cost of
vehicle insurance: it is part of the market category and the interested
stakeholder group is the end user. The potential impact, estimated high, is
referred to the state of art of insurance companies. They have started
evaluating Advanced Safety Systems for offering premiums to cars fitted with
such systems. Customers will be able to save part of the annual premium with
a benefit for both actors and for the society. More details in the section 2.4.3.
The trends previously described are influencing them.
Here follow a short description for each business driver with the scope to clarify what
it is emerging by the previous consideration and it was collected in the 3 issues:
public pressure to improve traffic safety; decreasing cooperative system technology
cost; cooperation between business strategies.
2.4.1 Public pressure to improve traffic safety
Considering the statistics mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is not
surprising that the road safety was at the heart of the EU policy agenda.
Two of the most important reactions to this emergency were the Transport White
Paper of 2001 and the European Road Safety Action Programme of 2003.
“The mid-term review of the White Paper revealed that road traffic had grown by
30% and the number of passengers by 17% between 2001 and 2005, while the
Union’s population grew by 20% and the Union’s surface area by 25% as a result of
enlargement. Nevertheless, the number of fatalities fell by 17.5% to 41 600 which is
half way towards the goal of 25 000 by 2010.” 9.
The scenario is not changing very much moving out of Europe, so that it is possible
to write that in the entire world high civilization societies are working to solve the
problem of road safety: Just to mention parallel actions: in USA is very active the
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), in Japan an equivalent
program is running (refer to “White paper on traffic safety in Japan – 2004”).10
In the field of Cooperative Systems, a very important step forward this direction –
from strategic, regulatory and practical standpoints – was the Decision of European
Commission “to harmonise the conditions for the availability and efficient use of the
frequency band 5 875-5 905 MHz for safety related applications of Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) in the Community.”11 Decision that forces Member States to
“designate the frequency band 5 875-5 905 MHz for Intelligent Transport Systems
and, as soon as reasonably practicable following such designation, make that
frequency band available on a non-exclusive basis.”12
Further decisions aiming at encouraging the adoption of Cooperative Systems
cannot be excluded so far.
2.4.2 Decreasing Cooperative Systems Technologies costs
In the last years the cooperative Technology became a crucial factor for different
applications and market. The ubiquitous concept, the web usage, the new concept of
portable devices that are more and more multimedia are examples of every day
applications that everybody can touch and use. The pushing for new ICT
applications and the de facto reality has developed in different fields the evidence
that better results can be obtained by cooperation between and within different
technologies and knowledge. The evidence is in the everyday experience in offices,
home, cars. Via the concept on integration of information we can use extraordinary
experience without the knowledge of the amount of data that are the basis of these
applications. Useful examples: the ESP on the vehicle; the mobile phone; the web
services; different healthcare applications at home; simulator and virtual reality for
the training and learning; virtual network of knowledge and excellence etc.
To allow all these things in the every day experience 3 elements are crucial:
electronics, software technologies, communication.
The electronics is increasing is power day by day, the competitions in different
market is so strong to push for smaller, powerful, less energy consumption
components.
The software technologies are developing very fast to allow a market update much
frequent as possible, due also to the advantage to move many applications in the
digital area.
The communication is a crucial factor of everyday and will become more and more
important for the future. Communication is the way to move ideas without moving
peoples. Communication is the leading factor for the cooperation. How much it’s
important is demonstrated mainly by the speed up of new standard (compared to
some years ago) and standard de facto that is anyway available on the market.
The cost, specially the value perceived, is a crucial factor. Nowadays the society is
completely transformed by two crucial actors:
-

computing frequently named PC;

-

multimedia
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A high percentage of people is working using PC or little computers for dedicated
jobs and the work demand is accelerating for skilled people able to manage this
technology.
The multimedia is completely entered in the social life, especially for younger
generation.
It’s enough to have a look to the new generation of mobile phone to understand how
much deeply is changed the society in the last 20 years.
This big step it was possible for the continuous decreasing (compared to the
computing power) price.
The future is growing very fast with ambitious target to realize by 2013 a super
computer that exceeds the computational capability of the human brain.
This strong market pushing to the social change will be possible only with an
dedicate strategy to guarantee a continuous decreasing of price. On the other hand
the trend illustrated in the presentation "Electronics market forecast and industry
trends 2007-2012" at Electronica 2008 (November 13th 2008, Munich), despite the
present crisis is depicting a market increasing for the mass market.

Figure 12 - Mass market unit growth, 2000 to 2012 (in mio units)

One of the key factors of the SAFESPOT technology is the assumption to use
“standard” electronics, where the term standard should be translated as mass
market, in order to exploit economies of scale (higher production volumes means
lower costs).
2.4.3 Cooperation between Business strategies – the current high cost of
vehicle insurance
The cooperation between business strategies will become more and more important
for the future market and the complex society. As example mature enough here it
was considered the vehicle insurance case.
The vehicle insurance is frequently perceived as a high cost in the everyday life. On
the other hand the insurance have to approach a market scenario where the
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increased traffic represents an increasing risk factor that can not be avoided. This
aspect should meet the need to satisfy the market demand for the user cost
(premium) reduction. The results of these two aspects is reflected in a insurance
company strategy proposing dedicated policies that take care of the risk for the
Insurance company and the citizen habit (Country, city, probability to have an
accident, age, health condition, Km per years etc.) .Different initiative are on the
market and one example for all is the Pay As You Drive"™
(http://www.aviva.com/index.asp?PageID=55&year=&newsid=2840&filter=corporate,
csr,uklife,intlife,ukgeneral,intgeneral,morleyfm,intfm) from the Norwich Union in UK.
This market aspect must be taken in account in order to consider the possibility in
the future to have from the insurance companies discounts or dedicated policies
when a system as SAFESPOT or and ADAS is installed on the vehicle. In case that
SAFESPOT devices, for the low price in terms of components, will become
mandatory maybe the scenario can change, but by now also this factor should be
considered.

2.5 Last minute news
In this chapter 2.5 examples are collected with the intention to make a warning: the
world and the societies are growing fast and what it was considered possible it can
become reality in a shorter time.
The mentioned maturity attributed to the technology is here demonstrated as a de
facto element that can change our life style to solve problems as congestion, safety
and create opportunity for the public funding.
At the same time the present economic crisis can be seen as an opportunity to push
the cooperation between private and public.
In other words what we concluded can not be considered as fixed because the
scenario around us is changing fast; there are a lot of activities and evolutions that
can influence what it was here evaluated as business drivers.
The name last minute news it is obviously related to the editing time and can not be
considered as the last news available; anyway they are good examples of what we
can call the dynamic scenario around us.
This introduces a new one component that should be not forgotten: the ability to
continuously track the overall scenario changes.
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2.5.1 GPS can guard against fines in London
More than 50,000 drivers a year who forget to pay for the London congestion charge
should use GPS tracking to remind them when they enter the area, which is
surrounded by a virtual ‘geo fence’. GPS tracking and vehicle telematics company
VeriLocation says the estimated US$8.6 million in fines collected by Transport For
London (TfL) every year could be wiped out using the latest GPS tracking systems
which can alert drivers when they have entered the congestion area.
“You get a penalty notice for £120 (US$171) if you haven’t paid the congestion
charge by midnight the day after you entered the charge zone,” said VeriLocation’s
Andrew Overton. “For some drivers that’s a shock as they didn’t realise they had
been in the zone, despite the signage. If you are tracking the location of your vehicle,
you can get an alert when you enter the congestion charge zone. There are so many
clever things you can do with GPS data now. But surely the smartest is to keep more
money in your pocket by avoiding pointless fines,” Overton added.

Automotive news Friday 27 March 2009

2.5.2 Funding European infrastructure
Since public financing alone is too scarce to fund the various European infrastructure
projects needed, no alternative financial instrument should be neglected, said Luisa
Todini, vice-president, European Construction Industry Federation (FIEC), speaking
at the recent European Investment Bank (EIB) forum in Barcelona on ‘Connecting
Europe: financing mobility and sustainable cities.’
She mentioned EU funding through increased cohesion and structural funds, private
financing schemes, for example under public-private partnerships and user-polluter
infrastructure charging.
Todini said that both the improvement of existing infrastructure and the construction
of new infrastructure should be promoted, with special attention given to
interconnection platforms where the various modes of transport could interact with
each other for a smarter mobility.

Monday 23 March 2009
http://www.worldhighways.com/News/article.cfm?recordID=14953
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2.5.3 Vehicle Manufacturers Are Leading Intelligent Transportation Systems
Efforts with Obstacle Detection Systems Launching in 2009
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) have been under development for more
than a decade. While the promise of road-infrastructure based traffic management is
still years away, some car manufacturers are moving ahead with autonomous radarbased obstacle detection systems increasing the safety of both drivers and
pedestrians.
Toyota is planning to add a millimeter-wave radar system to some of its car models
in Japan in 2009. In the US a similar pre-collision system will be available on the
2010 Toyota Prius as an option. A similar feature was announced by Hyundai at
CES. However, the current automotive slump will delay the adoption of active safety
as a standard option across all brands. To realize the benefits of integrated traffic
management ITS requires vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication. While many successful tests based on the Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) protocol are ongoing, full rollout is not expected before
2015.

www.abiresearch.com

02/04/2009
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2.6 Conclusion
What it’s coming out from the research activity done is summarized in the following
list:
o There are issues, as the EU increasing aging, the electronic market trend, the
user curiosity for the new technologies that can not be considered as driver
but de facto reality that every one of us is experiencing.
o The electronic market is growing very fast and it is not the basic technological
feasibility the main issue, but the reliability of the applications based on these
new technologies that becomes important.
o Electronic market cost: from the money point of view the cost / performances
is going down and down, the complexity (especially in terms of functionalities
and SW strategies) is a key issue where the reliability will have to make its
own battle.
o The market cooperation is a reality for industries and other organizations.
New synergies and market strategies are and will become more essential for
the survival of many. In this scenario there are no differences between public
and private because the key issue is the right way to manage the growing
pressure on the final player: the user.
o Insurance companies could play a significant role especially in the
introductory phase and should be taken into account.
o The role of the public authorities it is a crucial factor for its capability to
manage or influence market, regulations, rules, opinion.
All these elements give to the SAFESPOT-BLADE team the possibility to write that
the scenario of the different levers (aging, mass market technology, electronic
cost/power, business cooperation strategy) are pointing in the same cooperating
direction, favourable to the SAFESPOT development and market introduction. The
role of the public authority becomes crucial for the social aspects.
The current carmaker position is that an after market solution is not yet possible
giving the reliability required by the safety application under development in the
SAFESPOT project. On the other hand after market solutions remain interesting
because of market penetration and this will be investigated in BLADE (Deployment
scenario, MCA).
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3 Alternative government intervention strategies

3.1 Introduction
The aim of this activity is to rank SAFESPOT service and business models from a
governmental perspective. Ranking can be done in several ways. Costs and Benefits
are calculated in monetarised terms. However, not all criteria to select or rank
business models can be monetarised. A “governmental perspective” includes not
only a monetarised view on cost and benefits but also “behavioural” aspects, such as
“does subsidizing fit into my policy?” or how innovations are managed by the
different countries.
The distinguishing feature of a ratio scale is the possession of a non-arbitrary zero
value. All statistical measures can be used for a variable measured at the ratio level,
as all necessary mathematical operations are defined. In this deliverable the ranking
is on a nominal scale. On a nominal scale one is only allowed to examine if a
nominal scale datum is equal to some particular value or to count the number of
occurrences of each value. For example, gender is a nominal scale variable. We can
examine if the gender of a person is male or female and or count the number of
males in a sample. In the same way the scores on non monetarised criteria in this
chapter can be “subsidy” or “framework” as an indication of the government strategy
or economic instruments to roll out a given business model. The descriptions of the
ten business models and service models are taken from WP 6.6.1. The ranking
allows different countries to select a most appropriate business or service model due
to a best cost benefit ratio and a best fit to the countries culture or political
environment.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1

Understanding non monetarised criteria

Social costs and benefits are often used to judge new infrastructure or new
governmental strategies. Three instruments are generally used in this judgment: cost
benefit analysis, social cost benefit analysis and the multi criteria analysis. A multi
criteria analysis (MCA) is a more subjective instrument in which more than one
criterion is scored by partners or stakeholders in the project. The weighing of the
criteria is due to individual or group “feelings” about the importance of the criterion.
Therefore cost benefit analysis can be used to bring all criteria back to one term: the
monetarised value of the effects of the new infrastructure or new governmental
strategy. In a cost benefit analysis the criteria are most directly related to the new
work or strategy. In a social cost benefit analysis the social costs and benefits can be
added e.g. environmental impact. The SCBA and the MCA give a better result on
more than strictly “cash” costs and benefits. The CBA and the SCBA are less
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sensible for individual weighing of criteria. The best fit is given by a Social Cost
Benefit Analysis with an additional score for non monetarised criteria.
SAFESPOT is described in eight business models and two service models. Their
ranking is done in a cost & benefit analysis and an additional non-monetarised
analysis. This chapter describes the non monetarised criteria and gives a preliminary
ranking of the business on these criteria. These scores together with the results of
the assessment and evaluation (WP6.5) are input for the final ranking of preferable
government strategies to deploy SAFESPOT. The result of this analysis will allow
governments to choose a best fitting business model also according to non
monetarised (political or cultural) preferences.
The research to find whether a non-monetarised analysis should be studied and how
a non monetarised analysis could contribute to the ranking of government strategies
is done by:
•

Desk research on several government/public driven areas: environment,
agriculture, industry and innovation. The areas are chosen because of their
leading impact and massive experience in government finance (the role of
agriculture in the European financial structure), the similarity of the working field
(automotive industry as part of industry policy) and recent benchmarking studies
on innovation policies. The desk research is based on the findings in these
American and European studies on the effectiveness of policies (references 16 to
23). The research focused on criteria that cannot not be monetarised.

•

Developing a non-monetarised scorecard to score the business models and
service models to the found criteria. The models are scored in a preliminary
ranking. This preliminary ranking is presented in a meeting of the Conference of
European Directors of Roads (CEDR, project group Capacity and Users,
February 12th 2009) to check the criteria.

The desk study gave a list of six discriminating criteria, found in several studies on
the effectiveness of governance intervention:
1. Economic Governance Role: the role which has (or wish to have) the leading
governmental department: civil service, investor in structures (e.g. roads,
hospitals) or governmental use (e.g. computers, desks, pencils, paper)
2. Innovation Management: Inventions grew to innovations when the lights are
green on three levels: there should be a public demand for the deployment of
the invention or at least a public debate; the framework should allow or
stimulate the introduction; the invention should be tested, demonstrated and
propagated in projects. Innovation management takes care of the connection
between the ideas or inventions in projects, the public debate and the legal
and financial framework to bring an invention to innovation.
3. Economic Instruments: which instrument or policy is preferable due to the
political setting: re-aligning rights or possibilities of groups, firms or individuals,
empower “responsibility”, setting permits and quota or giving permits and
concessions, how are financial fees foreseen, as user fee, access fee or
impact fee or are performance bonds, deposits, rights to sue and assurances
the preferred option
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4. Method of Transfer: budget subsidies, public provision, capital cost subsidies
or setting a national or international market framework
5. Governance Impact: The governance impact is depending on where the
government put its influence: input, throughput, output or outcome as well as
where it is compared with. Four ways of measuring government impact are
most found: cost-effectiveness of policy (comparing outcome results or effects
with cost of resources), efficiency of the throughput (comparing output in
products or services with resources), cost economics (most economic way of
buying resources) or effectiveness (way in which products or services have
influence on results or effects).
6. Innovation Specifications: What are the characteristics of the invention, simple
and easy to execute, is it giving quick results, how frugal is the innovation,
does it have a broad appeal, is the innovation depending on a specific political
issue? Secondly, what are the government drivers: frustration with the actual
situation, crisis, new prevention, just looking for new results (funding outcome)
or adapting new technologies (e.g. improvement of office-processes by
computers). Last on “Innovation criteria” is the way “lessons learned” is
incorporated. Is the innovation “institutional” or is it more depending on a
people driven network?
With these six non monetary aspects of interventions the non monetary scorecard is
built. In the following table the criteria and their scores are given. In the next
paragraph the scores for each criterion will be explained.

1
2
3
4
5

6

Criterion
Economic
Governance
Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
Transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
&
Government
Drivers

Scores
Infrastructure
investments

Civil service
Public debate
(macro)
Permits, quota,
concessions
Budgetary
Input

Simple

Own consumption

Framework (meso)
Projects (micro)
Fees, taxes or
Bonds, rights, support
subsidizing
Capital
Market
Public provision
cost
Throughput

Easy Quick

Output

Outcome

Frugal
Broad

A-political

Mor
Adapting
al
Crisi New
New New
Frustration
impe
s
prevention results
technolog
rativ
y
e
Figure 13 - Scorecard BLADE
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It gives six criteria to discriminate the potential effect of a governmental strategy to
deploy a development as SAFESPOT. The criteria are all non monetarised. Each
score is a qualitative statement describing which government strategy is preferred or
needed in the given SAFESPOT Business Models and Service Models. Therefore
the criteria help to rank the models apart from their cost-benefit ratio.

3.2.1.1 Economic Governance Roles
A healthy economy asks for continuous innovations and, given the impact from
government on the (inter-)national economy, a governments drive for innovation.
The government can be seen as a political actor and an economic actor.
As a political actor the government develops and implements policies. The
government sets a framework for activities of socio-economic partners. The
framework is formed by financial structures (e.g. subsidies), law, public information
services etcetera.
Besides the political actor, governments are active as market partner by buying,
investing and producing. Because of their size, cooperative government bureaus are
able to have an influence on economic development and innovation. The Dutch
Innovation Platform gave a definition of three roles to activate the role of the
government in innovations13. With these three main roles can be sharpened how a
government wishes to stimulate and participate in innovations:
• The government providing civil services (e.g. passports, permits). The production
or processes of services in the network can be improved with innovations.
• The government investing in (infra-) structures (e.g. roads, schools, hospitals).
The government is a market partner which can invest in improved or improving
techniques or solutions.
• The government spending on own consumption (e.g. typewriters). Governments
are “big spenders” with which they can buy innovated products or services.

3.2.1.2 Innovation Management
Innovation Management offers a different perspective on the way government impact
could be arranged. Rotmans cum suis14 examine the phenomenon “transition” from
the point of view of a system. This point of view shows a transformation from slow
dynamics to quick development and instability, reverting at last to relative stability.
The system approach implies thinking in terms of short and long changes. A
transition is the result of long-term and short-term developments. Every domain has
its own dynamics. Cultures only change slowly, just like ecological systems.
Economic changes, however, can take place suddenly and are usually determined
by the lifespan of capital goods. Institutional and technological changes are
somewhere in between .The whole picture, therefore, is a mélange of fast and slow
dynamics.
The concept of transition can be used at different aggregation levels, such as
companies, sectors, countries and regions. In this way, developments can be
tracked over the course of time and compared to each other. In terms of social
organization, roughly three different levels can be distinguished: micro, meso and
macro. The micro level comprises individuals or individual actors (companies) .The
meso level comprises networks, communities and organizations. Finally, the macro
level comprises conglomerates of institutions and organizations, e.g. a nation or
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federation of states (such as the USA or Europe). This division of micro, meso and
macro levels fits closely to what also is called as the socio-technical landscape,
regimes and the niche level.
The socio-technical landscape relates to material and immaterial elements at the
macro level: material infrastructure, political culture and coalitions, social values,
worldviews and paradigms, the macro economy, demography and the natural
environment. The second level, addresses regimes (meso level), relates to dominant
practices, rules and shared assumptions. At this meso level are the interests, rules
and beliefs that underlie political policy. The niche level (micro level) relates to
individual actors and technologies, and local practices. At this level, variations to and
deviations from the status quo can occur, such as new techniques, alternative
technologies and social practices.
The interaction between the different levels is shown in the figure. The multi level
aspect of transitions implies that change (an invention deployed to innovation) only
breaks through if developments at one level gel with developments in other domains.
But there must also be interaction between developments at the micro, meso and
macro level if the transition process is to be expedited.

Figure 14 - Micro, Meso and Macro socio-technical landscape

3.2.1.3 Economic Instruments
Economic instruments make use of market mechanisms and provide an important
approach to achieve governmental goals15. They encompass an array of policy tools,
ranging from e.g. pollution taxes and marketable permits to deposit-refund systems
and performance bonds. Economic instruments are applied across a similarly wideranging set of policy sectors. They either drive up the cost of harmful activities or
increase the returns from preferred approaches, thereby creating economic
incentives to behave in a more preferred manner (sustainable, safe, innovative et
cetera).
The criterion on Economic Instruments aims to provide practical guidance to decide
which types of economic instruments are likely to work in specific deployment cases.
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Economic instruments comprise various policy approaches that encourage preferred
behaviour through their impact on market signals in stead of directives. This
encompasses a variety of policy instruments in three groups16:
•

permits, quotas, licenses and concessions,

•

user fees, user taxes, access fees, impact fees,

•

Performance bonds, deposits, rights to sue, financial assurance.

3.2.1.4 Method of Transfer
Governments provide subsidies to certain sectors and products for which they
considered it in the (inter-)national interest to provide special incentives, ranging
from agriculture, energy and transport to a variety of manufactured goods and
commodities or services. Developments towards more open and market oriented
economics leaded to modifications of subsidies and subsidy structure. However, they
continue to exact a cost from people as taxpayer or consumer to a specific group. In
this way they can be seen as “undermining” economic efficiency though very useful
to provide incentives on economically or socially desirable governmental objectives.
There are several ways to select a benchmark for the efficiency of subsidies and as
many ways to select a yardstick. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) did research in this area for the sectors agriculture and
energy. Their findings are helpful in a checklist to discriminate which subsidy
structure is most applicable. The most applicable subsidy structure does not have to
be the same for each country or government.
The subsidies are organized according to the method of transfer17
Method of transfer

budgetary subsidies

Type of Subsidy (score)
a. direct subsidies
e.g. grants or payments to consumers or producers.
b. budgetary effect of tax policies
e.g. tax credits, exemptions, allowances, exclusions and
deductions, rate relief, tax deferrals, preferential tax
treatment.

public provision of goods
and services below cost

e.g. provision of infrastructure and complementary services and
government R&D expenditures

capital cost subsidies

e.g. preferential loans, loan or liability guarantees, debt
forgiveness.

policies that create
transfers through the
market mechanism

a. domestic-oriented policies
e.g. price regulation, quantity controls, government
procurement policies, legislation.
b. trade-oriented policies
e.g. import and export tariffs and non-tariff barriers

Figure 15 - Subsidy types (scores)
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The budgetary subsidies involve with a government’s accounts, the formal statement
of revenues and expenditure. Direct subsidies are found on the expenditure side,
and their measurement is straightforward. On the revenue side, there may also be
subsidies arising from tax policies.
The second category covers the support when governments provide goods and
services below cost.
In the third category are capital cost subsidies. A classic example would be the soft
loans and low interest rates. Loan guarantees for private ventures fall into this same
category.
The fourth category contains subsidies resulting from policies that create off-budget
transfers through the market mechanism. E.g. agriculture in Europe abounds with
instances of these, both domestic and international with examples like minimum
price guarantees for home-grown produce and tariffs against imported foodstuffs.
3.2.1.5 Governance Impact
In order to design a scheme to discriminate the impact of different government
deployment strategies on the SAFESPOT business or service models, two sources
were combined.
To measure the impact of policy, four aspects are evaluated
o cost-effectiveness
o efficiency
o economy
o effectiveness
As defined18 by the Dutch Institute for Research on Public Expenditure these aspects
could be related to a production process or “system” in terms of input, output,
throughput and outcome. This relation is defined as follows:
o cost-effectiveness = input related to effects in terms of policy goals
o efficiency = output related to input, efficiency of the system
o economy = throughput related with cost of resources
o effectiveness = outcomes (in terms of policy goals) related to output of the
system
These definitions and the projection on a “system” matches with the findings of
Koopmans19 about the points of application for different standards:
o Standards set on input, such as standards on human capital (education and
training), financial aspects and resources;
o Standards set on throughput, such as (safety-) standards on installations,
facilities, emissions and production process;
o Standards on output, such as product- or service specifications, quality
specifications;
o Standards on effect or result: welfare, hindrance, emission (i.e. the disturbing
effect on the environment of emission; the arrival of pollution from a remote
source of polluting substances, arriving at a target), safety
The different SAFESPOT BM & SM models have different points of application in the
process of deployment, varying from setting standards on input (tax refund for
building smart applications in cars), output (e.g. tax refunds on equipped cars) and
outcome (e.g. lower insurance because of less accidents).
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A high economy rate in a cost-benefit analysis cannot be compared with a high (or
low) outcome rate to select a best government strategy because of these rates. This
criterion helps as well as to discriminate where the business or service models have
their point of application (and whether this points fits with the policies of the different
countries) as to check whether compared impact rates are comparable.
Standards on throughput (“the making of…”) are more expensive for customers and
business than standards on output. In standards on output the manufacturer has
more room for optimizing his process. Standards on emissions to throughput do
often lead to higher governmental cost.

3.2.1.6 Innovation Specifications
Research on public sector innovation has been identifying innovative public sector
programs at the national and local government levels. The research determines
where the innovations come from and what people and a government drive to
innovate and which characteristics lead to sustainable, replicable, results-based
innovation. In analyzing the initiatives identified through a Innovations award
program, key “drivers” of innovation sift out. They are:
o Frustration with the status quo, e.g. a government not able to answer what
certain public services cost
o A response to crisis, e.g. responding to flooding
o A focus on prevention, e.g. a warning system for future flooding
o An emphasis on results, e.g. inventions that directly lead to better results on a
topic
o Adaptation of technology, e.g. “hooking-up” on a broader technical and social
development as the use of internet
o An inclination to do the right thing, e.g. inventions which emphasize Planet
People, Profit.
The initiatives identified by the Innovations program20 have shown remarkable
powers of survival and replication. Of the 150 winners identified by the program from
1986 to 2001, only 14 are defunct, and seven of those date back to pre-1990.
Meanwhile, scores of those winning ideas have been picked up and replicated
nationally and even internationally. In the analyzing by the researchers they found
many projects having several or all of the preceding characteristics. The
characteristics of these winning ideas were:
o Simple in concept.
o Easy to execute.
o Quick results.
o Low cost or low money to implement.
o Broad appeal (and few or no entrenched enemies).
o Not tied to one political party or person.
These characteristics are translated into a qualitative criterion: when an invention is
not simple, easy to execute, giving quick results, is expensive, has no broad appeal
and is political dependent, the project will have a lower change on successful
deployment. This qualitative, non monetarised criterion is used to estimate the
chance of success of SAFESPOT deployment via the described business models
and service models.
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3.3 Scores of SAFESPOT Business and Service Models
The project SAFESPOT discriminates ten business and service models. An overview
is given in the table.
Table 5 - B&SM Short description overview

Business
model
Reference
name
B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM3
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6
B&SM7
B&SM8
B&SM9
B&SM10

Short Description

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with private funding and
public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i
based with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with
private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based plus other services with private funding and public
participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with
only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based plus other services with only private funding

Each model is described and has a “value chain” as in the example reported in the
figure below. In these value chains the financial structure of the business model as
well as the flows of services, information and products are represented. In the model
reported in this example public authorities are expected to finance incentives to the
final users as well as to road operators, OEM’s and suppliers. It is also expected a
legislative framework from the government to regulate the system deployment. So in
this example a huge governmental involvement is needed to deploy the business
(i.e. SAFESPOT). All of the ten models are analysed this way to score them on the
non monetarised criteria, thus leading to a qualitative “ranking” on alternative
government strategies to deploy SAFESPOT.
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BUSINESS MODEL EXAMPLE
C2C,ACEA,CLEPA, ASECAP
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Figure 16 - Business Model Example

3.3.1 Scoring the 10 business and service models
The scores of the individual models are given in the scorecards per business model,
following the structure of scorecard. In the cells the score per criterion is given.
Empty horizontal lines on a criterion indicate that no score could be found in the
description of the business models as given in the project. For each of the 10 B&SM
that are assessed the the result is presented in the scorecards below:
Table 6 - B&SM 1 - non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
Transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 1
Required Installation (SAFESPOT Base, V2V) scores
Communication
Civil service
infrastructure
Framework (meso)
Permits,
concessions
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Table 7 - B&SM 2 - non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
Transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 2
Public Investment (SAFESPOT Base, V2I) scores
Infrastructure
Civil service
investments
Projects (micro)
Fees, taxes or
subsidizing

Throughput

Table 8 - B&SM 3 - non monetarised scorecard

Criterion

B&SM 3
Subsidized Installation (SAFESPOT Base, V2V) scores

Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

Civil service
Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions

Fees, taxes or subsidizing

Bonds, rights, support

Throughput

Table 9 - B&SM 4 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
Transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver
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Table 10 - B&SM 5 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion

B&SM 5
Market Driven (SAFESPOT Base, V2V) scores

Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

Own consumption
Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions

Output

Table 11 - B&SM 6 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 6
Market Driven Infra Based (SAFESPOT Base, V2I) scores
Infrastructure
investments
Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions

Fees, taxes or
subsidizing

Throughput

Output

Table 12 - B&SM 7 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 7
Subsidized Installation (SAFESPOT Plus, V2V) scores
Civil service
Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions
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Table 13 - B&SM 8 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 8
Subsidized Investment (SAFESPOT Plus, V2I) scores
Civil service
Infrastructure
investments!
Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions

Throughput

Output

Table 14 - B&SM 9 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion

B&SM 9
Market Driven (SAFESPOT Plus, V2V) scores

Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions

Table 15 - B&SM 10 non monetarised scorecard

Criterion
Economic
Governance Role
Innovation
Management
Economic
Instruments
Methods of
transfer
Governance
Impact
Innovation Specs
Government Driver

B&SM 10
Market Driven Infra Based (SAFESPOT Plus V2I) scores

Framework (meso)
Permits, quota,
concessions
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3.4 Conclusions and recommendations on non monetarised
criteria
The scores of the SAFESPOT Business and Service Models on non monetarised
criteria lead to the following conclusions. For final conclusions selecting a
government strategy the findings from this study should be applied (added) to the
study on the social cost-benefit ranking of the models as is performed in WP6.5
Assessment and Evaluation.
Not all innovation revenues or aspects can be expressed in monetary terms. It is
recommended to add qualitative criteria to a social cost-benefit analysis to score
effects which are not expressible in monetary terms.
Studying non monetarised benefits in order to discriminate governmental policies on
innovation, sustainability and effectiveness of governmental impact, leads to a set of
non monetarised criteria. These criteria are used to score the 10 business models
and service models of SAFESPOT in addition to a monetary cost benefit analysis.
The non monetarised criteria allows all European Governments to select a best
fitting business or service model with the best cost benefit ratio as calculated in
chapter 4. Not each country has to choose the same business model. Therefore a
faster deployment (because of the best fit per country) could be expected.
Scoring the SAFESPOT business models and service models to the criteria, it
appeared that:
•

A governmental role is necessary in all ten business models and service
models as described in SAFESPOT.

•

All BM’s and SM’s need at least a governmental framework to promote
introduction. In Public Investments the government carries out (innovation)
projects to emphasize introduction of the new services.

•

In the Market Driven Business Model (SAFESPOT Base, V2V) the economic
governmental role is clearly stated as being a customer. The government
could be a launching customer to promote deployment. In all other business
models the government is asked to provide SAFESPOT as part of public
services or to invest in infrastructures.

•

In most models guarantees or concessions are necessary on communication
frequencies.

The methods of transfer are maybe deductible but certainly not given. The method of
transfer is at this stage of the project a “nice to know”. When the effects of subsidies
should be evaluated it will be a “need to know” which asks for more detailed study on
the way the models redistribute money in the economic system.
In all but one model a governmental framework is needed to enable introduction
except for Public Investment. This governmental framework consists of a structure of
rules and regulations, sometimes formal, sometimes informal. The regulations to be
set, vary from the buying policy of governmental departments (e.g. “green” instead of
cheap) to law regulations to oblige the introduction or use of new techniques (as in
obligatory extra brake lights).
The scores on innovation specifications and government drivers are formulated in
general terms in the description of the models because of the wide variety in options.
Therefore, in terms of innovation success rates (i.e. deployment), it is recommended
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to detail the innovation specifications and government drivers when a specific BM or
SM will be applied. The Public Investment model is the only model in which the
government has an operational task in realising projects which can be used for
demo’s. In none of the other models (nor in Public Investment) is attention paid to
the “flow” which is described as “necessary” in innovation literature between the
three levels (micro, meso, macro). The chances on success are “weak” without this
flow.
Most models ask for “rights”, concessions or warranties of the government for
communication facilities (frequencies, bandwidth). In the Market Driven Business
Model (SAFESPOT Base, V2V) the economic governmental role is clearly stated as
being a customer. In this model it is recommended that the government should
operate as a launching customer to promote deployment. In all other business
models the government is asked to provide SAFESPOT as part of public services or
to invest in infrastructures.
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4 Criteria for ranking Business and Service models
This chapter describes the activity done to reach a first ranking. It describes the
instrument used for this preliminary ranking. This instrument was developed, tested
and modified. The approach to rely exclusively on experts views showed some
weakness: in some cases, it turned out that the way interview questions were posed
and explanation or context was provided, could lead to biased results. Therefore a
more solid approach, the method of the Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) was
introduced. This method is introduced and discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.1 Introduction
The idea to have a ranking, an ordered list for the 10 B&SM, is first of all affected
by the criteria used to rank them. The dream, obviously, is to be able to find
objective criteria, acceptable by all, without influence in terms of culture, region,
or any other aspects; in other words: to have a fully comprehensive set of criteria.
Different discussions convinced the BLADE team that a correct action is not only
to select the criteria, but also to find a description for the criteria to avoid
ambiguities or other influences. This is important because the arguments are
derived from experts and other “opinion leaders” that are at the forefront of the
development of cooperative systems.
The awareness of the different influences (being part of a cultural heritage as well
as a technical or economical one) came out later, during the process.
Therefore it is possible to write that the process had been organised according
the following tasks:
-

To share a list of criteria to be used for the comparison and ranking;

-

To prepare a description for criteria with the main focus to obtain a
definition as unambiguous as possible (not depending from the specific
cultural background);

-

To prepare a short description for each B&SM defined in the previous
deliverable D6.6.1 with the main focus to obtain a definition as
unambiguous as possible (not depending from the specific cultural
background) providing the minimum needed understanding without the
constrain to read a long document;

-

To Develop a tool, simple to be used, to allow the collection of different
opinions, and capable to collect them reflecting also:
o

the expertise of the people that is using the tool

o the rational behind the different rankings
-

To adopt the tool for a preliminary set of interviews in order to investigate
its usability and comprehensibility;
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-

Finally to collect the data coming from the tool and, by phone interviews
when possible, in order:

-

to have a feedback on the tool itself in order to understand the problem
arisen during its usage in order:
o To refine/adapt the tool where necessary for the future ranking
activities.
o To collect a set of data useful for the preliminary B&SM ranking.

4.2 Methods followed to consolidate the criteria methodology
To start the activity it was necessary to define a common background to be shared
inside the project but also with the interviewed person.
To create this background it was used a set of
It is important to highlight the assumptions related to this questionnaire.
The main assumptions, reported in the introductory part of the questionnaire are
the following:
- the user acceptance was verified as reported in D.6.6.1 and was found to
be positive;
- the technology feasibility is not a problem within the time framework of
interest (2020). Different opinions in the electronic industries area confirm
that in the next years the integration of different channel receivers will be
done in a single chip at a low cost price.
- The Standardization in Europe and USA (where the same technology is
named DSRC) is a pushing factor for the implementation of the
communication technology with low cost chips.
- There is no interest in this investigation to understand whether government
or other authorities will decide to implement regulations to encourage the
market or to facilitate the market penetration. This ranking would be not
influenced by these types of considerations, which will be explored in a next
step. What we want to obtain is a qualification or prioritization of the B&SM
independent of these aspects.
- As a consequence when we discuss cost or price please read carefully,
especially with respect to the final user. Because of the previous
assumption in this ranking we are not interested in saying it costs nothing
because it is funded by public authorities.
- Because of the previous assumption, when we speak about Components
Costs we are interested only to have your idea about the cost for the final
component.
- About differences between car and infrastructure at this stage we assume
that there is no difference in term of cost.
- the two criteria “Investment Cost” and “Maintenance Cost” were introduced
because it was envisaged the possibility to distinguish V2I from V2V within
these criteria.
Each of the previous assumptions was discussed at the beginning of the interview
taking note of the agreement or disagreement deceived by the subject.
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The general agreement, the positive feedback received on the assumption, enabled
to proceed to consolidated the criteria identified.

4.3 Criteria identification for the preliminary ranking
The SAFESPOT-BLADE team identified a list of questions that are relevant in the
B&SM evaluation and subsequent preliminary ranking. The intention was finalized
take comments and quotation having care of the following aspects:
o The market acceptance: will be the market ready?
o The technology as key factor for the development: will the technology be
mature enough?
o Will be the investment cost reasonable, compared with other markets, or will
be it a blocking factor?
o Will be the component cost (that is the base element to evaluate the price at
user level) cheap enough to guarantee a good market penetration?
o Will be the maintenance cost reasonable to guarantee a survival in terms of
industries / services?
o Are the complex relations involved in the B&SM clear enough to guarantee a
subsequent clear definition of responsibilities?
The previous questions were collected and reformulated in terms of criteria. The
commonly identified criteria are the following:
1. Customer Attractiveness
2. Technological feasibility
3. Investment Costs
4. Components Costs
5. Maintenance Costs
6. Operating cost
7. Social Benefit
8. Organizational Complexity
9. Legal liabilities
Considerations regarding the criteria presented are the following:
o There is a high attention to the customer in terms of attractiveness after that
we have concluded that anyway the customer is well oriented to the
SAFESPOT solution.
o The technology is the base for the SAFESPOT product; we must take care on
it, its trend, its opportunities and developments.
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o To make a product it is mandatory to consider the investments cost and the
potential cost for unit of the product considered.
o When a product is on he market there are always cost to maintain it upgraded
and we must not forget it.
o On the other hand it is correct to investigate if the final user will have to spend
not only to have but also to use the product.
o Obviously the social benefit is an important issue that can modify the product
perception but also the policies.
o We can not forget that we are talking about a very complex system and we
must take care of this complexity and consequently also
o The legal liability that becomes more important if we take care that the final
product is oriented to safety issue.
For each of them it was prepared, a short description, a motivation to clarify to the
person interviewed the scope for the criteria and the question posed in terms of
relative comparison, in order to allow an evaluation to experts and not experts.
The full list of criteria descriptions, questions and market reference is available in the
“ANNEX – List of criteria: definition and question posed for each of them”.
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4.4 Conclusion
To build up an instrument able to produce a valid tool for the preliminary ranking, is
not an easy task. Different elements contribute to make it less powerful than desired.
The clarity and simplicity of the expression used is fundamental but it is not enough,
also interacting with experts. Cultural and regional heritage always influences the
person and his perception of the B&SM to be assessed. The experience and lesson
learned is that a personal interview, fill the questionnaire with a member of the
BLADE team, is crucial. For instance, the perception of what is called the “Public” is
very much related to the country of origin of the interviewee.
Regarding the tool itself it seems that the tool, used as instrument for deeper
interview, can create, within its limits, useful results. A precondition is that for the
application of some of the correction factors (e.g. level of confidence) a significant
number of responses need to be considered.
The main result obtained in this part of work is fundamental for the following steps
and is referred to the criteria identified and used in the interviews.
From the interviews we learned that the criteria identified are recognised as
representative and of importance for the ranking process.
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5 Performing a preliminary ranking of the results
5.1 Introduction
As described in the previous pages different iterations were necessary, consuming
time, before to define a stable structure to use the questionnaire.
The questionnaire itself normally requires from a minimum of 2,5 hours to 6 hours to
be filled rigorously.
For this reason we have not today a big amount of data collected.
In the document are collected some examples to give the opportunity to have a
feeling of the importance due to the cultural background.
For this reason here we present the final ranking coming from an OEM, a specialist
in Policy and another one in Economy. In a second step we introduce another OEM
to underline how much can change the opinion.
Other questionnaires, previously done, are not considered in this document for the
following reasons:
o They will be the initial experiences and probably were effected by errors due
especially to the cultural factors but also to the different language used by
both;
o They were useful to setup the questionnaire and mainly the definitions,
questions, which are the base of it but they can not be considered valid data
due to the limited comprehension and consequent misunderstanding that are
behind the questions.

5.2 Method used to obtain the results and its assessment
As previously mentioned the method adopted was mainly based on a reasoning of
criteria and dictionary to be used to prepare the questions to be proposed to different
persons. The dictionary and the way to propose the questions constituted the main
problem. The experience with the responses of the questionnaire (ref to Annex 3)
was poor, ambiguous or at least difficult to interpret. Cross-checks with the person’s
interviewed confirmed that the interpretation is the principal difficulty. For this reason
a file was introduced where the team describes what it is searching for that question
or issue. Nevertheless this is not enough. The reasoning that is behind the filling the
questionnaire is so complex that the persons need to have at least a support. For
this reason the best results was reached with a procedure where one SAFESPOTBLADE partner is involved as interviewer with the main function to clarify punctually
the potential and possible confusion emerging during the answerback procedure.
It’s from this real contact that is coming out better that from the data collected that
the cultural origin, in terms of technical person or economic specialist makes the
difference. One important comment must be issued for the origin in terms of EU
region. It’s quite different to speak about public support with persons coming from
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the centre of EU or with persons coming from south EU. The term public is
perceived, especially talking with reference to safety aspect, as mandatory
government intervention to make the solution free and for all with a strong
consequence on the B&SM selection. It is always necessary to explain that in this
phase the intention is to understand how much the public intervention can be useful
or not and consequently this it not meaning that the “price” for the society or the user
is at now modified, but the policies could be different.

5.3 The results collected for the preliminary ranking
Application of the methodology as described in chapter 4 provided the following
results. In the “ANNEX - The preliminary ranking performed” all these results are
processed.
12 experts were asked to respond to the questionnaire. A number of experts replied
that their knowledge of a number of criteria was not sufficient to provide a
representative answer, or did not reply on all questions.
5 experts from the SAFESPOT community, and one from the ITS community were
finally collected.
Other interviewees required additional explanation before answering to the
questions.
At the end 4 samples provided by the experts were derived from the interviews (refer
to the “ANNEX – The preliminary ranking” for more details
In the interviews different comments were collected: the most important, coming from
the car to car experts, OEM and ITS specialist are here summarized. In a second
part of the summary are included also the comments resulting from the interviews to
expert in economy and policy. Some comments related to the OEM deployment
ability are added in the third part of the summary that is concluded with the fourth
part related to the public interventions strategies.
First part (Car to Car, OEM, ITS)
The SAFESPOT technology is mature enough to be used as planned by the
SAFESPOT project but the reliability is a pregnant factor for a real market
introduction. In other words what is coming out is that the project is demonstrating
the feasibility but for a B&SM research the reliability remain uncovered and probably
it can not be done in the project duration. Anyway nothing is loose in terms of
importance due to the complexity of the overall system under investigation.
Under this view it becomes relevant the public influence that could affect the future
development not only in terms of research but also in terms of market penetration
and success.
Second part (Economy and Policy)
An evidence of lack is coming out looking to the economical and financial issues.
About them it is quite difficult to take any conclusion, somebody is waiting for public
authorities’ expression of interest and vice versa the public authorities are waiting for
demonstration of feasibility and social benefit. The last can not be reached without a
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strong effort in terms of large field operational test. The support coming from the
economist probably should become clear in a second stage where at least some
demonstrations will be done and better economical computation will be performed.
Third part (OEM deploy ability)
From the OEM it’s clear that there is not yet a unique vision. In terms of importance
the safety is mandatory but in which way to transform the intention to guarantee
safety in a practical market model is not yet clear. Different aspects are influencing
this uncertainty: some of them are surely related to the initial investment but others
relevant aspects are the system reliability and the system responsibilities. Again an
intervention from the public authorities should create a great benefit for the future
steps.
Fourth part (Public intervention strategies)
The relevance of the public intervention strategies is recognised widely, and
probably it will be crucial. This conclusion is based on the obtained scores on the
ranking, the comments collected in the interviews and also on the analysis of the non
monetarised aspects (Chapter 3).

5.4 Lessons learned
The lessons learned are related to the developed methodology to collect data and
the process of the data collection. It is honest to underline here that these lessons
are influenced by the remarks of the reviewers stated during the Year 3 Review in
Helmond, where the methodology was put to the test and qualified as interesting but
a concern of biased results was raised.
The assessment of the results collected has learned the following
1

The criteria identified are recognised as representative and of
importance for the ranking process.

2

From this experience emerges that there is a huge gap between
experts with different back grounds in technology, social and,
economical skills. The variation in the responses (ranking results)
provided by the different representatives requires some cross checks.
With only 4 responses this was not possible. It is clear that they do not
have the same vision and maybe they are not interpreting issues in a
common way. A better harmonization should be done.

3

Managing bias, as demonstrated by this experience, is fundamental
otherwise the results can suffer of bias. This aspect need to be
managed carefully. First of all it is human behaviour that the interviewer
in an unconscious way could influence the results by explanation of
aspects or answering to questions. For the ranking of the B&SM an
unbiased sample is needed.

4

Application of the level of confidence helps to include opinions of
interviewees that are less familiar with some of the aspects. If there are
no alternative responses, this introduces a large extent of uncertainty,
in an area where uncertainty rules already.
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5

The wide spread in the preliminary ranking results based on the
opinions of the experts consulted can be reduced by applying a simple
average. This average shields variances that are introduced by the
perspective of different groups of stakeholders concerning the different
business and service models.

After extensive discussions, additional interviews with relevant stakeholders on
specific issues, and including the remarks given in the Year 3 Review process, is
was concluded that the process followed did not provide a good position for a
ranking of the B&SM. It was agreed in the Year 3 Review in Helmond that a ranking
should be based on the view of all stakeholders involved and that biased results
needed to be avoided. This could be performed using the method of a Multi Criteria
Analysis (MCA) applied in a common process like a workshop. The work performed
in development of the criteria for the ranking as reported in chapter 4 can be used for
that.
Applying the MCA to the ranking process also requires special attention to the
provision of all required information in a uniform and unbiased way to the different
stakeholders involved, avoiding negative influences on the results.

5.5 Reduction from 10 to 5 business models
A preliminary ranking is performed in the form of a reduction from 10 business
models to 5 business models. This preliminary ranking is a first step towards the final
ranking (presented in deliverable D6.6.3). The methodology that will be used for this
final ranking is a multi criteria analysis. The maximum number of alternatives that
can reasonably be assessed by the participant that perform the multi criteria analysis
is 5. Therefore a reduction was necessary to be able to perform a final ranking by
means of a multi criteria analysis.
The reduction to 5 business models is based on pragmatic arguments and on the
basis of the experience performed applying the methodology described in chapter 4
(for details refer to the conclusion of the “ANNEX - The preliminary ranking
performed”). The pragmatic arguments are the following:
- The biased result and the complexity of the methodology described in chapter 4
learned that a more suitable methodology was required.
- The progress made in WP6.7 Deployment Programme was an input for the
selection. In WP 6.7 three deployment scenarios are being developed, which refer to
3 of the business models and a forth one was considered. To maintain consistency
in the focus of the work, these four businesses to which the business models refer
are included in the selection of five. This would result in a selection of the business
models: 4, 8, 5 and 9.
- The progress made in WP6.5 Assessment and Evaluation was a third practical
argument as an input for the reduction. A combination of 3, 4 and 7 was considered
to be selected for two reasons. First public and private reliance is important (also a
result from D6.5.1).
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- The fourth argument is the distribution over the dimension from which the business
models are created. These dimensions are:
-

V2V or V2I communication

-

SAFESPOT base functionality or SAFESPOT plus extra services

-

public funding, private funding or private funding with public subsidy

As show in Table 16, none of the public funding business models was selected.
Therefore business model 2 was added.
The selection of seven was then reduced to 5. Business models 3 and 7 were
eliminated because a V2V system is a typical configuration for a private market
solution, and not with subsidy.

Table 16 - Distribution of the business model over the dimension

Dimension
Business
Model

Basic SAFESPOT
functionality
or extra services

B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM3
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6
B&SM7
B&SM8
B&SM9
B&SM10

Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Extra services
Extra services
Extra services
Extra services

Public funding or
V2V or V2I
Private funding or
Communication Private funding with
public subsidy
V2V
Public
V2I
Public
V2V
Subsidy
V2I
Subsidy
V2V
Private
V2I
Private
V2V
Subsidy
V2I
Subsidy
V2V
Private
V2I
Private

Taking in account the results from the preliminary ranking and the assumption done,
considering also that the success for the cooperative systems depends by the
diffusion and that the market is starting only now, in compliance with the WP6.7
activities, the business models 2, 4, 5, 8 and 9 are selected for the final ranking.
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6 Overall conclusion
This deliverable provides a preliminary ranking and a detailed introduction of the
suitable SAFESPOT Business Models. The outcomes of this activity are: an analysis
of the end user position, the potential business drivers, alternative government
strategies, the criteria to be used for ranking, and the selection (subset) of B&SM to
be considered for the final ranking based on MCA.
These outcomes are input to the next steps (D.6.6.3 “Final ranking of the B&SM”)
and other BLADE activities (Blade WP6.5.5 “Market-Cost Assessment”, WP6.7
“Deployment program”). It will be necessary to coordinate the activity for WP6.6 and
WP6.7 for a selection of the Business and Service Models in coherence with
scenario selection for the deployment. In D6.6.3 the Business and Service Models
selected will be analyzed in more detail for a final ranking
Regarding the last step in the process of the delivering a final ranking for Business
and Service Models, from the collected experience it is emerging that:
•

Within an environment of many both public and private stakeholders the
building of an instrument that is able to produce a valid tool for the ranking is
an activity whose complexity is not to underestimate.

•

The criteria selected are recognised to be representative and of importance
by the different persons that have participated in the experience; the
formulation of the ranking criteria may be slightly adapted, depending on the
context and the process that will be used in the final ranking procedure.

•

The clarity and simplicity of the expression used for the criteria and Business
and Service Models description is fundamental but it is not enough to
guarantee a full common understanding. The dialogue between interviewed
and interviewer is the unique way to reduce ambiguity and misunderstanding.

•

Cultural and regional heritage always influence the persons view on the
proposed business models; any bias coming out needs to be managed
carefully, for instance by means of testing or counter-checks.

•

The difficulties encountered in order to perform the interviews were so high
that we were not encouraged to produce a large sample.

For these reasons, after accepting the criteria used in this phase and the main
results previously listed, it was envisaged the need to adopt suitable tools and
methodologies to progress in the analysis of the business modelling.
The investigations and deepening of the subject, aimed at detecting the most
suitable methodology to use for the definition of the final ranking of the alternative
business models, was also carried out. As result it was decided to use, for the
ongoing activities, the consolidated methods also know as Multi Criteria Analysis
(MCA). The MCA was carefully evaluated, taking in account also the experience
done in other projects as ADVISOR and eIMPACT. The description of the adopted
MCA method to perform the final ranking will be provided in D6.6.3 – “Final ranking
and selection of service and business model”.
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1 ANNEX – List of criteria: definition and question
posed for each of them
In this annex is reported the questionnaire used for the interviews.
The questionnaire itself contains for each criterion: the definition, the purpose of the
investigation, the question that is always posed in a relative way.
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Table 17 - Criteria definition, question posed for each of them

N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria

Criteria short definition and question
related
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to
describe if the potential customer will be in
favour or not to buy or to use a new
product.

1

Here we want to understand how much do
you think the customer accepts, desire to
Customer
have it. We have done dedicated interviews
Attractiveness
and questionnaires in different countries but
we want to know your expert opinion.
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QUESTION: How much the SAFESPOT
system is able to cover the customer's
expectations (i.e. in terms of features
supplied, possible personalization, price,
and overall acceptability degree). On the
basis of your knowledge and experience in
the project: How much do you think that the
considered SAFESPOT B&SM will be able
to cover this expectation compared to other
systems as ADAS?

SP6 - BLADE

Possible
quotation
(++) High
Customer
Attractiveness
(+) Positive
Customer
Attractiveness
(~) Neutral
Customer
Attractiveness
(-) Negative
Customer
Attractiveness
(--)Low Customer
A Attractiveness
Not Applicable
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria
Here we want understand how much you
consider the technology mature enough.

2

Technological
feasibility

This is a crucial factor for SAFESPOT
future. Experts in technology, literature and
electronic industrial trend say that the price
will be so low to be installed in our mobile
phone communication channel for different
technologies IEEE 8021.1.p, satellite, WIFI
etc.
The dream is: everywhere and always
connected.

3

Investment
Costs

Here we are interested to understand how
high you estimate the initial funding, taking
in account your answer on the technical
feasibility and comparative markets (ADAS
for safety and mobile phone, PDA, portable
navigation for the other market)
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Criteria short definition and question
related
DEFINITION: In this context it is related to
the availability of technology, standard,
demonstrator and the capability of all these
things to be used to realize the products
that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge about the present technology
and its trend try to answer to the following
question: is the technology mature enough
to allow the start-up of market products in
the forecasted time frame (2020)?

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the
initial costs for a specific Business that
involves the production of objects, services,
or other (Infrastructure Equipment and
Adaption Costs, System Production and
Vehicle Implementation Costs)
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other services
(i.e. routing etc.), do you think that for this
SAFESPOT B&SM the investment cost
will be ?

SP6 - BLADE

Possible
quotation
(++) High
Technological
feasibility
(+) It’s quite
feasible
(~) Neutral
(-)It’s feasible but
there are some
problems/aspects
to be solved
(--) There is not
yet a
technological
feasibility,
Not Applicable

(++) Very
reduced
(+) reduced
(~) Neutral
(-) Expensive
(--) Very
Expensive
Not Applicable
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria
Here we want understand if in your vision
the cost, in terms of production cost, will be
high or low. (The end user are available to
pay also more than 150 Euro as optional on
the vehicle).

4

Components
Costs

Take in account that there is a difference
between the production cost and the price
to the final user. The difference is due to
different aspects but here we are not
interested to this price. We want
understand how expensive you consider to
produce the SAFESPOT component.
The price to the final user is not considered
because political or governmental reasons
can move the market to a price that could
be null.
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Criteria short definition and question
related

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for
the components to be distributed to the
market (possible reference mobile phone,
PDA, consumer electronics)
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other
components (i.e. navigation systems,
mobile phone), do you think that this
SAFESPOT B&SM the components cost
will be ?

SP6 - BLADE

Possible
quotation

(++) Very Cheap
(+) Not
Expensive
(~) Neutral
(-) Expensive
(--) Very
Expensive
Not Applicable
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria

Criteria short definition and question
related

Possible
quotation

Here we are interested to know your
opinion on the maintenance cost.

5

Maintenance
Costs

Normally this is the sum of all eligible cost
to maintain alive the production lines, the
buildings, etc. used to produce the
SAFESPOT objects, components, etc. The
question is related to understand in which
way you perceive the industry/service
behind the SAFESPOT system
maintenance. To do this you must take in
account another object that it has similar
problem. In the example we mention ADAS
that are related to safety but you can think
in a easier way to portable navigation
device. Obviously in some B&SM we have
also services to be maintained.
As well in the V2I related B&SM a key point
is the infrastructure maintenance.
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DEFINITION: with this term are depicted
the potential cost for the infrastructure
maintenance, or for a service maintenance,
or for the production plant maintenance,
generally speaking all the costs necessary
to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other (i.e.
navigation systems, info traffic, mobile
phone services), do you think that for this
SAFESPOT B&SM the maintenance cost
will be?

SP6 - BLADE

(++)Not
Expensive at all
(+) Not
Expensive
(~) Neutral
(-) Expensive
(--) Very
Expensive
Not Applicable
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria

Here we want to understand in which way
you think it will be the cost to use the
SAFESPOT device.
6

7

Operating
cost

Social Benefit

You need a reference to do this exercise.
From a technical point of you can think to a
portable navigation system. You have a
little cost in terms of energy; some times
you have to upgrade your maps.

Here what we need is to understand your
view in terms of social benefit. The
SAFESPOT project objective is to find
solutions to local dangerous situation, to
increase the safety in the personal mobility.
But what is your opinion?
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Criteria short definition and question
related
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted
the potential cost that will interest the final
users or the infrastructure in order to
maintain updated the system and related
service, properly working.
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other (i.e.
navigation systems, info traffic, mobile
phone services), do you think that for this
SAFESPOT B&SM the operating cost will
be?
DEFINITION: The main focus is related to
safety, traffic efficiency and environmental
benefits. An indirect social benefit will be
the cost reduction for the fatalities and
injury avoided by the implementation of this
SAFESPOT B&SM.
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other
components (i.e. navigation systems,
mobile phone), for this SAFESPOT B&SM
how do you judge the social benefit coming
from it ?

SP6 - BLADE

Possible
quotation

(++) Very Cheap
(+) Not
Expensive
(~) No influence
(-) Expensive
(--) Very
Expensive
Not Applicable

(++) High Social
Benefits
(+) Positive
Social Benefits
(~) Neutral
(-)) Low Social
Benefits
(--) No Social
Benefits
Not Applicable
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria
Here we want to understand, after the
simple examples here after reported, how
complex is to realize and maintain the
SAFESPOT System for the different B&SM

8

Every day we use objects that were built up
in different companies, with different
responsibilities. Every day we manage
complex things but we have not clear to us
how much is complex the chain behind.
Two simple examples:
The car is designed by one car maker,
Organizational
Different OEM participates to produce
Complexity
different parts, the car maker assembles
the parts but also assume a lot of risk for
the proper functionality.
Many mobile phones, radio, consumer
electronics products, are sold in Europe but
they are partially produced in ASIA where
other standard for communication and
production are followed. Anyway they
work properly and nobody is asking to
himself from where they comes and if the
business behind the product is complex or
not, what it imply etc.
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Criteria short definition and question
related

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the
level of complexity necessary to realize and
maintain the solution under evaluation. This
means that Stakeholders, Users, and all
other actors potentially involved in the
overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are strongly
related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue
is not only the amount of involved actors but
the clarity of the relationships and
responsibilities.

Possible
quotation

(++) no
organizational
issues foreseen,
very easy
implementation
(+) small effort
needed, easy
implementation
(~) average
complexity
(-) substantial
effort needed to
QUESTION: On the basis of your
manage all the
knowledge and experience in the project, in
dependencies,
comparison with ADAS or other services
complex
(i.e. routing, info traffic etc.), how do you
implementation
judge, for this SAFESPOT B&SM, the
(--) very complex
complexity expressed in terms of clear
implementation
relations and responsibilities within potential
Not Applicable
actors involved ?
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N Criteria

What we are looking for with this criteria

Criteria short definition and question
related

Possible
quotation

Here we are interested to understand how
the different B&SM from the legal viewpoint
are critical.

9

Legal
liabilities

Every day we use objects that were built up
in different companies, with different
responsibilities. Every day we manage
complex things but we have not clear to us
how much is complex the chain behind.
Two simple examples:
The car is designed by one car maker,
Different OEM participates to produce
different parts, the car maker assembles
the parts but also assume a lot of risk for
the proper functionality (brake, ABS,
steering. Comfort, other hazards). Who is
liable in case of accidents due to
malfunctioning?
Many electronic devices as mobile phones,
radio, consumer electronics products, are
sold in Europe but they are partially
produced in ASIA where other standard for
communication and production are
followed. Anyway they work properly and
nobody is asking to themselves from where
they comes and if the legal responsibilities
behind the product is complex or not, what
it imply etc.
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DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a
situation in which a person is financially and
legally responsible. While a Manufacturer's
liability is a legal concept that reflects the
fact that producers have a responsibility not
to sell a defective product. Potentially there
are some B&SM for which legal liabilities
could be ambiguous or not defined in a
correct way. This scenario can become
more negative in the case that a B&SM
imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or
slow down the deployment and
consequently the need in the current legal
frameworks to amend them.
QUESTION: On the basis of your
knowledge and experience in the project, in
comparison with ADAS or other services
(i.e. routing, info traffic etc.), how do you
judge, for this SAFESPOT B&SM, the legal
liability?

SP6 - BLADE

(++) There are
very positive
legal implications
(+)There are
positive legal
implications
(~) Neutral
(-)There are
negative legal
implications
(--)There are very
negative legal
implications
Not Applicable
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2 ANNEX - The preliminary ranking performed
2.1

Introduction

After the selection of a list of criteria, a table was prepared to be distributed within
the consortium with the scope to collected different opinions and rankings.
A short description of each business and service model was produced, in order to
ensure a quick understanding avoiding the need to refer to the deliverable D6.6.1
“Service and business models definition” where it is anyway possible to find the
full description.
For the same reason a simple sentence for each criterion was searched, with the
ambitious target avoiding confusion within and between countries and persons.
But experience demonstrated that this was not enough. It’s necessary to also
introduce a short description for each criterion, of what we are looking for in the
questionnaire.
Another important issue is related to the impossibility to compare results based
on absolute scale, because for many criteria there probably is no absolute scale.
This creates the need to prepare a specific question for each criterion that can be
considered an easily understandable criteria definition and is compared to
something that is more or less known to all.
Obviously the person can provide answers based on different motivations, for this
reason the collection of the motivation for each answer is as important as the
score.
Nevertheless it is necessary to consider that the results of the questionnaire are a
data collection coming from person with different competence, skill level,
knowledge and area of expertise. For this reason each person was also
requested to make a self evaluation of the personal contribution for each
question.
So for each of the 10 B&SM it was asked to fill a table where everybody includes
a score for each criteria and a written motivation to justify the ranking.
The score is a valid number correspondent to a symbol following this scale -2 - +2
plus the possibility to answer Not Available.
It was requested a self evaluation of the level of confidence to take care the
personal competence and knowledge.
Table 18 - Self evaluation: level of confidence

My Level of confidence is
Opinion
Not very confident

Specialist

The level of confidence can be used to increase or decrease the quotation
performed as a percentage. In this case the final quotation is obtained in this way
Final score = Score * Level_of_confidence
Where the level of confidence is a factor obtained from the auto evaluation.
The Level_of_confidence is a factor used to emphasize the interviewed score.
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The nature of the persons involved in the interview is of high professionalism and
many years of experience in the ITS application and development coming from
different countries, companies or institution. For this reasons the following scale was
adopted.
Specialist
2,0
Opinion
1,0
Not very confident 0,8

2.2 Short description of the B&SM assessed
In order to have a common reference a short description of the ten Business and
Services model identified in the D6.6.1 was reported.

Table 19 - B&SM short description

Business
model
Reference
name
B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM3
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6
B&SM7
B&SM8
B&SM9
B&SM10

Short Description
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with private funding and
public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i
based with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with
private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based plus other services with private funding and public
participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with
only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based plus other services with only private funding
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In the Table 20 and Table 21 the BASIC SAFESPOT functions and services are
reported with a brief functional description.
Table 20 - Basic SAFESPOT functions

BASIC SAFESPOT FUNCTIONS
A Safety warnings at intersections
When approaching an intersection, this function will warn about approaching
vehicles whose trajectories intersect with the warned vehicle. This function may be
provided both by other vehicles (V2V) and with the aid of the infrastructure (V2I). For
BLADE both solutions are considered (V2I and V2V)
B Safety distance warning
This function will warn the driver if he is driving too close to the vehicle in front to be
able to stop safely if it should suddenly brake hard. This function is a V2V function
realized through communication and eventually with the aid of perception sensors
(RADAR...)
C On-vehicle road signs provision
This function is able to provide safety information normally contained in road sign.
This function could include Speed Alert, Hazard and accident warnings. This is a
V2I function
D Rear or frontal collision warning
This function provides warnings for avoiding longitudinal collision. It warns the driver
about the presence of an obstacle on the road ahead which is hidden from your view
(for example behind a bend, or invisible due to foggy conditions) or a vehicle behind
which is too close ( rear end). This is a V2V function technically similar to Safety
distance
E Emergency vehicle warning
This function provides on an onboard display a visual warning of the presence of an
emergency vehicle, and also the direction in which it is travelling.
F Pedestrian detection
This function uses sensors and or communication which are able to detect cyclists or
pedestrians. So even when a vulnerable road user is hidden by another vehicle or is
hard to see because of low visibility, a warning is Issued. In SAFESPOT the V2V
communication is used to forward information provided by Infrastructure.

Table 21 - Potential services

POTENTIAL SERVICES
A TRAFFIC INFORMATION
To offer in case of incidents or jam conditions on time information to the end users of
the application.
B AUTOMATIC ROAD TOLL PAYEMENT
To allow the automatic payment for special road or in town restricted area.
C PARKING RESERVATION
To allow advance booking in urban parking spots for particular drivers.
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2.3 The proposed questionnaire for each B&SM
The definition and the question for each criterion were collected in a table and
proposed for each B&SM.
In this way it becomes possible, for the person involved in the questionnaire, to have
printed:
-

a simple definition of the B&SM under investigation;

-

the full simple description of the basic function and potential services;

-

To perform her/his reasoning on the ranking with a comparison to a reference;

-

To evaluate her/his level of confidence

For each criteria the persons had to fulfil the present questionnaire where it was
requested to make a quotation for each B&SM, to give a justification (specific) or
overall. On the base of the marking specialist / Opinion / Not very confident a final
quotation is computed.
Table 22 - Form table to collect B&SM quotation, justification and, self evaluation

Criteria N. xx
The Level of confidence
B&S Quotati
M
on

1

-2
-1
0
1
2

Justification
Specialist

Motivation for
ranking

Opinion

Not
sure

Final
Quotati
on

x

2

x

X
x
10

x

The person has also the opportunity to have a panoramic look to the overall
evaluation/scoring performed. In the tool there is a final sheet where the person can
take a look to this following table.
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Table 23 - Table form to collect the overall data B&SM / Criteria

B&SM

1

2

3

4

Criteria
5
6

7

8

9

Overall Ranking

1
2
~
10
The persons interviewed have in this way an instrument to handle their reasoning in
a structured way.
In the “ANNEX – List of criteria: definition and question posed for each of them” the
questionnaire is reported.

2.4 The interview
The interview based on the questionnaire presented in the “ANNEX – List of criteria:
definition and question posed for each of them” normally require a time that is not
acceptable by many interviewed persons. The time requested can vary from a
minimum of 2,5 hours to at least 6 hours.
Obviously it is not possible to perform the interview more than one time to the same
person, to avoid any type of learning effects or any other mechanism that potentially
could affect the interview. This aspect is another cause with the long time requested
to reduce the amount of data available.
The data collected during different interviews performed to asses the questionnaires,
are obviously not considered in this document. This is necessary because: at early
stage of this experience the scope was to setup the questionnaire (definitions,
questions, etc.); that data are representative of initial experiences and probably they
are affected by errors (in some cases also due to the language differences);
It is necessary to collect at least 3 different points of view on the basis of expertise
that are always implies in the SAFESPOT business model. The minimal useful data
set is based on at least 3 stakeholders: one OEM, one Policy and one Economy
representatives.
In the following is presented the interview methods, the ranking coming from an
OEM, one specialist in Policy and another one in Economy.
As second step it is introduced the data set obtained interviewing another OEM. In
this way it will be possible to observe that the same stakeholder can have different
vision affecting the ranking.
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2.5 The methodology used to obtain the data
The method adopted it was mainly based on a reasoning of criteria and dictionary to
be used to prepare the questions to be proposed to different persons. The dictionary
and the way to propose the questions constituted the main problem. The experience
done by the filling of excels files it was poor or at least confused in terms of results
obtained. Voice interaction with the person object of interview gives to the team the
possibility to understand that the interpretation it is the principal difficulty. For this
reason it was introduced a file where the team try to describe what it is searching for
that question or issue. Nevertheless this is not enough. The reasoning that is behind
the filling the questionnaire is so complex that the persons need to have at least a
support. For this reason the best results it was reached by a procedure where one
SAFESPOT-BLADE partner is involved as interviewer with the main function to
clarify punctually the potential and possible confusion emerging during the
answerback procedure.
It’s from this real contact that is coming out, better that from the data collected, that
the cultural origin, in terms of technical person or economic specialist, makes the
difference. One important comment must be issued for the EU region origin. It’s quite
different filling to speak about public support with persons coming from the centre of
EU or with persons coming from south EU. The term public, taking as reference the
safety aspect, is perceived as a mandatory government intervention to make the
solution free and for all with a strong consequence on the B&SM selection. It is
always necessary to explain that in this phase the intention is to understand how
much the public intervention can be useful or not and consequently this it not
meaning that the “price” for the society or the user is at now modified.
2.5.1 The methodology or better: the reasoning done on the data collected
The intention of this paragraph is to make easier the reading of the next one. In
particular here it is described the way used to reach conclusion.
The first step it was to collect the results, in terms of score, that each person gave for
each criteria applied to each B&SM. In this working phase there is not consideration
on the comment expressed during the interview, but it is considered and evaluated
the skill of the person interviewed (specialist, opinion, not very confident).
In this way it is possible to obtain for each person an ordered list, from the more
scored to the less one, of B&SM.
It’s interesting to observe the different ranking done by each specialist but this is not
producing a great effort in terms of overall ranking.
For this reason it was applied a simple clustering method identifying two classes, the
first class, or upper class, is created by the 5 B&SM voted in the best 5 by each
specialist and the second class, or lower class, is created by the other 5 B&SM voted
in the worst 5 by each specialist.
Considering for each specialist the upper class and the lower class in order to
identify only the B&SM that stay in the same level class (upper or lower) it’s possible
to identify the B&SM that can be part of one class in a stable way. As consequence it
is possible to identify a “positive stable class” and a “negative stable class“, all the
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B&SM that are out of both are grouped in a unique class that we call “unstable
class”.
In this way it is obtained at least a class of potentially good (well considered) B&SM
and a class of potentially not good (not well considered) B&SM.
To better support this clustering a similar reasoning it was performed using the
average score, just to understand if the clustering performed it was affected or not by
errors. This way to precede it gave to us the opportunity to obtain a preliminary
ranking and much better to identify the unstable class.
Due the importance of the OEM role in all the SAFESPOT B&SM it was introduced a
second OEM ranking. It was adopted the same procedure but the final result it is
quite different reducing at only one B&SM for the “positive stable class” and
increasing the “unstable class” and confirming the “negative stable class” where a
B&SM previously quoted unstable move in the negative class. .With different words:
other reasoning must be applied to perform a ranking or a selection.
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2.5.2 The results collected
Table 24 - First set of data

OEM1
B&SM
1
7
2
3
8
4
9
10
5
6

Overall
Ranking
13
12
10
10
9
7
6
5
2
-3

Policy

Economy

Overall
Ranking
13
11
9
9
7
7
5
3
1
-1

B&SM
2
9
7
10
1
8
3
5
4
6

B&SM
7
8
1
2
3
4
9
10
5
6

Overall
Ranking
23
23
20
20
15
15
9
9
8
8

Looking to this short table and using a simple tool, make two classes, the first 5 and
the second 5 is emerging the following
Table 25 - Clustering on the first data set

Positive stable class

Negative stable class

B&SM
1
7
2
3
8
4
9
10
5
6

B&SM
2
9
7
10
1
8
3
5
4
6

B&SM
7
8
1
2
3
4
9
10
5
6

That we can order in this way:
1. The B&SM 1 2 7 are in a stable good position
2. The B&SM 4 5 6 are in stable wrong position
3. The B&SM 3 8 9 10 are in a unstable position
This way of reasoning is not far away from the simple average of the value that
conduces to the following order.
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Average view on the 3 sample
Table 26 - Clustering on the average of the first data set

B&SM
Positive Stable class

Unstable class

Negative stable class

7
2
1
8
3
9
4
10
5
6

Overall
Ranking
14,7
14,3
13,3
13,0
10,0
8,7
7,7
7,7
4,3
1,3

This gives to us the possibility to make the following preliminary ranking
The most quoted B&SM are
B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with
private funding and public participation

The less quoted B&SM are
B&SM5 BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with
B&SM6
only private funding
B&SM that stay in an intermediate position are
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with private funding and public
participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only
B&SM9
private funding
B&SM3

The following B&SM are in an unstable position but they can easily move to the
positive or negative one.
B&SM4
B&SM8

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based with private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based plus other services with private funding and public
participation
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The answer back to the B&SM ranking change in the case that we introduce one
more OEM that is a very interesting actor for the SAFESPOT development
In this case we obtain the following distribution
Table 27 - Data set with one more OEM

OEM1
B&SM
1
7
2
3
8
4
9
10
5
6

OEM2

Policy

Economy

Overall
Overall
Overall
Overall
B&SM
B&SM
B&SM
Ranking
Ranking
Ranking
Ranking
13
1
4
2
13
7
23
12
3
3
9
11
8
23
10
2
2
7
9
1
20
10
7
1
10
9
2
20
9
9
1
1
7
3
15
7
4
0
8
7
4
15
6
5
0
3
5
9
9
5
8
-1
5
3
10
9
2
10
-3
4
1
5
8
-3
6
-4
6
-1
6
8
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Again using the simple tool that is looking to define 2 classes, the best stable in
positive way and the best stable in negative ranking we obtain this surprising
clustering.
Table 28 - Clustering on the data set with one more OEM

OEM1
B&SM

Positive
stable class

Negative
stable class

1
7
2
3
8
4
9
10
5
6

OEM2

Policy

Economy

Overall
Overall
Overall
Overall
B&SM
B&SM
B&SM
Ranking
Ranking
Ranking
Ranking
13
12
10
10
9
7
6
5
2
-3

1
3
2
7
9
4
5
8
10
6

4
3
2
1
1
0
0
-1
-3
-4

2
9
7
10
1
8
3
5
4
6

13
11
9
9
7
7
5
3
1
-1

7
8
1
2
3
4
9
10
5
6

23
23
20
20
15
15
9
9
8
8

It seems not very different from the previous but if we introduce the same reasoning
and we go to consider the ordering on the average ranking to introduce a middle
cluster of not clearly stable B&SM we obtain the following:
Table 29 - Clustering on the average of the data set with one more OEM

B&SM
Positive stable class

Unstable class

Negative stable class

7
8
9
10
2
1
3
4
5
6

Average
Overall
Ranking
7,27
6,96
5,93
5,79
5,51
4,91
4,44
3,90
3,10
2,28

This ordering gives to us a new way to consider the B&SM. In some way the
previous result is confirmed but a more sever ranking is obtained
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It is emerging that the B&SM with more opportunity to be realized, taking in account
different OEM, is the
B&SM7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based, plus other services with
private funding and public participation

The B&SM 1 and 2 become unstable but they not belong to the negative class.
B&SM1
B&SM2

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V, based with only public funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based, with only public funding

The less promising, in terms of opportunity at now evaluated, taking in account more
than one OEM are the following:
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I
based, with private funding and public participation
BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based, with only private funding
BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I,
based with only private funding

For all other B&SM it is not possible to add any other comments different from the
following: the B&SM that are close to the border of the stable classes could have
higher probability to move away from the unstable class.
It is necessary at this level to add another comment. The experience to consider
one more representative for the same stakeholder (the second OEM) demonstrates
clearly that the results can suffer of bias. This aspect need to be managed carefully.
First of all it is human behaviour that the person interviewed in an unconscious way
is influencing the results. For this reason at least an unbiased sample is necessary.
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2.6 Conclusion
From the SAFESPOT-BLADE team is emerging by the experience done is emerging
that there is a great gap between experts considering their skill: technology, social,
economical, etc... They have not the same vision and maybe they are not talking
about the same things. A better harmonization should be done.
A preliminary ranking it was obtained and relevance must be attributed also to the
comments collected in the interview procedure.
On the basis of the comments, the interview procedure, the overall experience, is
emerging that a first ranking of the B&SM was obtained giving an evidence of the
following things:
The cultural aspect is fundamental and the instrument developed can be used for
further investigation but it is necessary adopt strategies to minimize bias due to
culture or skill or role.
The current number of answers to the tool is limited. A first analysis of the comment
has been performed. In order to have concrete results more answers should be
collected. In this way a deeper analysis will be possible. These activities need to be
addressed in the WP6.3.
What it is strongly assessed by this experience is coming from the interviews:
we learned that the criteria identified are recognised as representative and of
importance for the ranking process.
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3 ANNEX - Comment collected during the questionnaire
For this chapter we prefer not to make comments, but to leave to the reader the
possibility to their own conclusion. In some way hey represent again a demonstration
of the relevance of the cultural approach that must be considered and pondered. In
which way it is not yet solved.
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3.1 Policy expert
Table 30 - B&SM1 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM1
N

1

2

3

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

No choice for customers whether or not to buy the
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if system it is a legal obligation
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)
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B&SM1
N

4

5

6

7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Components
Costs

Maintenance
Costs

Operating
cost

Social Benefit

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Maintenance costs for V2V are substantial lower, the
operational architecture for vehicle maintenance is
already available (dealerships/garages/etc.) and the
infrastructure setup is small compared to V2I,
therefore cheaper.

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.
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B&SM1
N

8

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Organizational
strongly related each other by relationship and
Complexity
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

Legal
liabilities

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 31 - B&SM2 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM2
N

1

2

3

4

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Comment received

Criteria short definition

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
The system is already paid for from the general fiscal
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
income, therefore this system is very attractive to
Attractiveness or to use a new product.
have. The user has indirectly already paid anyway

Technological
feasibility

Investment
Costs

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The SAFESPOT operational architecture in the V2I
scenario is larger and therefore more expensive.
Larger because of role-out along all road types and
geographical coverage.

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)
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B&SM2
N

5

6

7

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Maintenance
Costs

Operating
cost

Social Benefit

Comment received

Criteria short definition

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
Maintenance costs for V2I are substantial higher due
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the to a larger operational architecture.
systems chain, properly working.

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.
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B&SM2
N

8

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Organizational
strongly related each other by relationship and
Complexity
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

Legal
liabilities

Comment received

Criteria short definition

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 32 - B&SM3 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM3
N

1

2

3

4

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if Base functionality is covered which is fairly cheap.
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
This is in accordance with the expectations of the
Attractiveness or to use a new product.
buyer (new car) and allows the buyer to make a
proper choice for safety compared to comfort, etc.

Technological
feasibility

Investment
Costs

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)
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B&SM3
N

5

6

7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Maintenance
Costs

Operating
cost

Social Benefit

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.
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Comment received
Maintenance costs for V2V are substantial lower, the
operational architecture for vehicle maintenance is
already available (dealerships/garages/etc.) and the
infrastructure setup is small compared to V2I,
therefore cheaper.

V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cheaper than service model due to operating the
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs

The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.
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B&SM3
N

8

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Organizational
strongly related each other by relationship and
Complexity
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

Legal
liabilities

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Comment received

Cooperation between public and private actors
increases complexity

Stakeholder cooperation between stakeholders is
complex due to public private cooperation

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 33 - B&SM4 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM4
N

1

2

3

4

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received
Base functionality is covered which is fairly cheap.
This is in accordance with the expectations of the
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if buyer (new car) and allows the buyer to make a
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
proper choice for safety compared to comfort, etc.
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
Because pedestrian detection is a favoured
application and is not included customer
attractiveness is rated neutral.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The SAFESPOT operational architecture in the V2I
scenario is larger and therefore more expensive.
Larger because of role-out along all road types and
geographical coverage.

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

Components
Costs
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM4
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

5

Maintenance
Costs

6

Operating
cost

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Maintenance costs for V2I are substantial higher due
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
to a larger operational architecture.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.
V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cost that will interest the final users or the
cheaper than service model due to operating the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
and related service, properly working.
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs
DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

7

Social Benefit

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

Cooperation between public and private actors
increases complexity

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM4
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Comment received

Stakeholder cooperation between stakeholders is
complex due to public private cooperation

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 34 - B&SM5 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM5

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

N Criteria

Criteria short definition

1

2

3

4

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if This is only an option in the luxury segment and the
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
target group that considers safety as a priority. (Small
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
market)

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The SAFESPOT operational architecture is cheaper
in the V2V scenario. Furthermore the sensors are
paid by the driver; most of the system components
will already be available in the vehicle even if
SAFESPOT itself will not be deployed.

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

Components
Costs
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM5

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

N Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Maintenance costs for V2V are substantial lower, the
operational architecture for vehicle maintenance is
already available (dealerships/garages/etc.) and the
infrastructure setup is small compared to V2I,
therefore cheaper.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cheaper than service model due to operating the
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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Less complex organisational architecture due to
limited amount of involved stakeholders

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM5

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

N Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Neutral because the stakeholder know each other but
the complexity of risks can cause delays

9

Legal
liabilities
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 35 - B&SM6 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM6
N

1

2

3

4

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

This is only an option in the luxury segment and the
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
target group that considers safety as a priority.
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
Missing of pedestrian detection lowers customer
or to use a new product.
attractiveness (Small market)

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The SAFESPOT operational architecture in the V2I
scenario is larger and therefore more expensive.
Larger because of role-out along all road types and
geographical coverage.

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped, therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

Components
Costs
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM6
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

5

Maintenance
Costs

6

Operating
cost

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Maintenance costs for V2I are substantial higher due
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
to a larger operational architecture.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.
V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
installed base (traffic center, etc.), Business model
cost that will interest the final users or the
cheaper than service model due to operating the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
and related service, properly working.
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs
DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

7

Social Benefit

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

Less complex organisational architecture due to
limited amount of involved stakeholders

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM6
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Neutral because the stakeholder know each other but
the complexity of risks can cause delays
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 36 - B&SM7 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM7
N

1

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

SAFESPOT is part of the "comfort option"
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Furthermore society pays for part of the functionality
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
increasing customer attractiveness (Societal
or to use a new product.
expected answer)

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

2
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The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

This B&SM is even cheaper because of shared
components for services. The SAFESPOT
operational architecture is cheaper in the V2V
scenario. Furthermore the sensors are paid by the
driver; most of the system components will already be
available in the vehicle even if SAFESPOT itself will
not be deployed.
New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM7
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Maintenance costs for V2V are substantial lower, the
operational architecture for vehicle maintenance is
already available (dealerships/garages/etc.) and the
infrastructure setup is small compared to V2I,
therefore cheaper.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cheaper than service model due to operating the
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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Cooperation between public and private actors
increases complexity

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM7
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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The amount and type of stakeholders present in this
scenario is very diverse, furthermore more
cooperation between stakeholders implies more or
unclear risks

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 37 - B&SM8 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM8
N

1

2

3

4

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

SAFESPOT is part of the "comfort option"
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Furthermore society pays for part of the functionality
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
increasing customer attractiveness (Societal
or to use a new product.
expected answer)

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The component costs are shared over the various
services and therefore cheaper. The SAFESPOT
operational architecture in the V2I scenario is larger
and therefore more expensive. Larger because of
role-out along all road types and geographical
coverage.

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM8
N

Criteria

5

Maintenance
Costs

6

Operating
cost

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Maintenance costs for V2I are substantial higher due
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
to a larger operational architecture.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.
V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cost that will interest the final users or the
cheaper than service model due to operating the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
and related service, properly working.
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs
DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

7

Social Benefit

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

Cooperation between public and private actors
increases complexity

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM8
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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The amount and type of stakeholders present in this
scenario is very diverse, furthermore more
cooperation between stakeholders implies more or
unclear risks

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 38 - B&SM9 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM9
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

1

2

Comment received
Service oriented approach where safety is part of the
bigger picture, this increases customer attractiveness
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
and users don't have the feeling they only pay for
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
warnings but also for "useful information". Service is
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
experienced on a daily basis not only with safety
warnings
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The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection.

This B&SM is even cheaper because of shared
components for services. The SAFESPOT
operational architecture is cheaper in the V2V
scenario. Furthermore the sensors are paid by the
driver; most of the system components will already be
available in the vehicle even if SAFESPOT itself will
not be deployed.
New vehicles will be already equipped, therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM9
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation
Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Maintenance costs for V2V are substantial lower, the
operational architecture for vehicle maintenance is
already available (dealerships/garages/etc.) and the
infrastructure setup is small compared to V2I,
therefore cheaper.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cheaper than service model due to operating the
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6

Criteria
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Less complex organisational architecture due to
limited amount of involved stakeholders

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM9
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Neutral because the stakeholder know each other but
the complexity of risks can cause delays
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 39 - B&SM10 - Comment from the Policy expert

B&SM10
N

1

2

3

4

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

Service oriented approach where safety is part of the
bigger picture, this increases customer attractiveness
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
and users don't have the feeling they only pay for
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
warnings but also for "useful information". Service is
or to use a new product.
experienced on a daily basis not only with safety
warnings

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The factor only related to the technology scenario,
V2I is more feasible because of less complexity due
to exclusion of pedestrian detection.

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

The component costs are shared over the various
services and therefore cheaper. The SAFESPOT
operational architecture in the V2I scenario is larger
and therefore more expensive. Larger because of
role-out along all road types and geographical
coverage.

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

New vehicles will be already equipped; therefore no
additional component costs are expected. For
aftermarket solutions V2V is more expensive
compared to V2I due to extra installation in the
vehicle

Components
Costs
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM10
N

Criteria

5

Maintenance
Costs

6

Operating
cost

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Maintenance costs for V2I are substantial higher due
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
to a larger operational architecture.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.
V2V more expensive than V2I due to available
DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
installed base (traffic centre, etc.), Business model
cost that will interest the final users or the
cheaper than service model due to operating the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
service, SAFESPOT plus cheaper compared to
and related service, properly working
SAFESPOT Base, because of shared costs
DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

7

Social Benefit

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities
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The higher the penetration rate the higher the social
benefits, furthermore pedestrian detection is missing
in the V2I scenario therefore lower societal benefits
are expected.

Less complex organisational architecture due to
limited amount of involved stakeholders

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM10
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Neutral because the stakeholder know each other but
the complexity of risks can cause delays

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

3.2 First OEM expert
Table 40 - B&SM1 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM1
N

1

2

3

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

This BM is based on total public support, which
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
means no cost for the final user. This is surely well
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
accepted by the drivers. Also the V2V application is
or to use a new product.
well accepted by the users.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process. V2V application could be
more technically demanding

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Investment costs are overall huge for any of the
business model. For V2V the main costs is R&D and
experimentation and at least for this aspects it seems
very improbable that a totally public approach may
happen.
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM1
N

4

5

6

7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received
Costs are expected to be very affordable in long
period. This item is somewhat related to the
Technological feasibility. V2V are more demanding
and cost may be significantly higher for high
demanding functions requiring additional sensors
(e.g. radar). Generally the Public intervention may
provide good reason for investing into components
optimization (integration) and correspondingly the
process of cost decrease

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
V2V requires above all the investments but the
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance cost is probably not so important. They
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
include the certifications and user assistance
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

No special cost for the users.

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

The V2V are covering significant use cases which are
expected to provide a very good impact. The
drawback is that they require a high penetration rate.
The Public model could be the one who ensure the
highest rate
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM1
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

9

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them

Legal
liabilities
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Comment received

In a totally public approach could be easier to have
clear rules. Moreover in V2V scenarios are above all
the OEMs the main actors. Defining proper’s standard
organization then could be easy enough ( at least
relatively to other B&SM)

A totally public approach may facilitate the solution of
liability issues, Although some intrinsic questions are
still critical. The reduced number of actor may also
help

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 41 - B&SM2 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM2
N

1

2

3

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

This BM is based on total public support, which
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if means no cost for the final user. This is surely well
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
accepted by the drivers. Although the functionalities
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
could be less appealing in general functionality free of
charge is well accepted.

Technological
feasibility

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process.

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Investment costs are overall huge for any of the
business model. For V2I we need important
investments from road operators both for R&D and
Physical units. The amount depends obviously on the
coverage. In general the costs are partitioned in a
larger number of organizations and solution
standardisation may be more complex, development
costs will depend on the specific scenario and then
repeated quite a lot of time ( more difficult to have a
very std solutions).
These aspects could be critical and will be a
challenge of road operators to drive themselves to
true standards not only in core technology but also in
the infrastructure installation in order to reuse
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM2
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received
available solutions which should be smart because
largely applied.

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

The onboard components are even simpler than the
V2V version. Considerations about public intervention
are still valid.

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working

It may be significant. In a totally public approach
efficiency (obviously could be quite different in
different region of Europe) may be not so high and
costs increase.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

No special cost for the users.

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Also V2I are covering significant use cases. Similar to
BM1

4

7
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM2
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

9

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Legal
liabilities
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Comment received

In a totally public approach could be easier to have
clear rules. The complexity derives form the fact that
a lot of actors ( all the involved road operators + the
OEMs) are involved. Moreover national issues may
be more important in a V2I approach

More actors more issues

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 42 - B&SM3 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM3
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

This BM is based on partial public support, which
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
means a small cost for the final user. This could be
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
accepted by the drivers. Also the V2V application is
or to use a new product.
well accepted by the users.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

This is a more viable approach and SAFESPOT is a
project currently based on this BM + BM4

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Also a partial public intervention could be effective for
the cost reduction

2
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM3
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM1
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

As BM1

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

With Mixed model the covering could be slightly lower

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities

5

6
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Apart from funding sources this aspect does not
change respect to B&SM1

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM3
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Comment received

Still manageable, similar to B&SM1

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 43 - B&SM4 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM4
N

1

2

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
This BM is based on partial public support that means
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Customer
a small cost for the final user. This could be accepted
Attractiveness or to use a new product.
by the drivers.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)
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Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process.

No substantial difference with BM2, because the
public part also in this case could be intrinsically high,
due to the large amount of public road operator.

Also a partial public intervention could be effective for
the cost reduction

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM4
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
If maintenance is under responsibility of the private,
service maintenance, or for the production plant
efficiency may be improved. What about Quality?
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
However a higher score is assigned.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

As BM2

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM

With Mixed model the covering could be slightly lower

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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More complicate than B&SM2

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM4
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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More actors more issues

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 44 - B&SM5 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM5
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. A Private only approach may
be not as effective like public or partially public
approach in pushing technology.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Cost similar to BM3.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

A decreased scores is due to the lack of public
intervention

1

2

Comment received
This BM could be critical from the users viewpoint
although if the price for the users can be acceptable.
Speaking about V2V application it can be approached
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
by car makers as a distinctive plus for high end or
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
trendy cars at first. But the critical point is that the
or to use a new product.
system need a certain level of penetration in order to
be effective and this segment' approach may not
reach the minimum diffusion target.
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM5
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM1
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

An operational cost could be charged to user, but it
seems very improbable that this could happen. For
this reason still a high score is maintained

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Private model could be still valid for V2V if an
agreement is found by the OEMs. However it is less
effective than for the Public and mixed mode.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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A totally private approach may be still contained in
organizational complexity if an agreement is found by
OEM. For sure no actions from the public increase
the difficulty
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Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM5
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them
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Comment received

Without a precise public role it's more difficult

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 45 - B&SM6 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM6
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Difference with BM5 is the possibility to have benefits
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
also with lower penetration rates
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. A Private only approach may
be not as effective like public or partially public
approach in pushing technology.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs

As BM4

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

A decreased scores is due to the lack of public
intervention

2
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM6
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM4
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

An operational cost could be charged to user

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Less effective than for the Public and mixed mode.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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Very complex due to the large number of operators
not driven by a direct business interest and critical for
the large number of local administrations involved.

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM6
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Comment received

Very complex

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 46 - B&SM7 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM7
N

1

2

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Like BM3, but, in this case the bundling of other
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
services may improve the overall attractiveness
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

3

Investment
Costs

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)
DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)
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Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process. V2V application could be
more technically demanding

as BM3 , no special impact of added services.

As BM3

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM7
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM1
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

As BM1

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Although it is difficult to add services in pure V2V, a
solution may be found and this way the system
penetration and related benefits could be very
effective

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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Not so easy to add services to V2V only, so the
complexity arise respect to B&SM3

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM7
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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As BM3

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 47 - B&SM8 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM8
N

1

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Like BM4, but, in this case the bundling of other
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
services may improve the overall attractiveness
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Technological problems should be solved in the
considered timeframe. The Public sponsorship could
accelerate the process

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

As BM4

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

As BM4

2
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM8
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM4
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

As BM4

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Could be a very effective solution

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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the added service providers may assume also a role
of facilitating the organization in order to set-up and
roll out his business

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM8
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them
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As BM4

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 48 - B&SM9 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM9
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if A good bundle of service increases the
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
attractiveness. But V2V should in same way be
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
integrated with V2I for really provide services

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Added services do not increase the technological
complexity

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

As BM3, no special impact of added services.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

the adding of services may compensate the lack of
public intervention

2
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM9
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM1
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working

An operational cost could be charged to user. Having
added services it is more reasonable than BM5

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Although it is difficult to add services in pure V2V, a
solution may be found and in this way OEMs could be
convinced to introduce the system without the Public
intervention.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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the added service providers may assume also a role
of facilitating the organization in order to set-up and
roll out his business

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM9
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Comment received

As BM5

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 49 - B&SM10 - Comment from the first OEM

B&SM10
N

1

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
A good bundle of service increases the
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
attractiveness.
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Added services do not increase the technological
complexity

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

As BM4

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

the adding of services may compensate the lack of
public intervention

2
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM10
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
As BM4
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

An operational cost could be charged to user

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Similar to SM9, in relation to road operators

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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Added services may help to find strong actors,
nevertheless the complexity level is quite high

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

B&SM10
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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As BM6

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Table 50 – General comment from the first OEM

Overall B&SM
N Criteria

1

2

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Liability is still a critical issue. The B&SM private only
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if are more critical because it's more difficult to create
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
regulation. That is a bottom-up process seems very
critical for safety. A relatively better score is assigned
Attractiveness or to use a new product.
to V2V because of the lower numbers of actors
involved.
We have to consider two different technological
problems: to have the basic technology ( 802.11p,
high accuracy position, high performance low cost
processing, low cost storage, sensors…) available
and optimized. It's a matter of highly optimized
electronics and in this sense they are expected to be
solved in the considered timeframe. The electronics
history is quite encouraging for this aspect. But there
is also a second critical aspect: the maturity of the
DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and applications. Currently the level of maturity is quite
Technological
different for the different applications. Speed alert
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
feasibility
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
could be implemented almost immediately (the
development.
problem is about finding agreements in assigning
limits), while high demanding V2V requires still a lot
of works. They are closely related to the ADAS
applications which after long years of
experimentations are now going to be more and more
introduced but still with some limitation. As well, for
communication network, security, reliability and
congestion control are still issues to be deeply
analysed. However the good scoring is due to the
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Overall B&SM
N Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received
confidence that all the remaining issues could be
solved
in the considered timeframe.
An important public intervention could really help in
this respect

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)
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Two types of investments: For V2V a lot
experimentation is needed by the OEMs with support
of the system suppliers in order to fully assess the
technologies and applications . Then the market
should be defined and the engineering/production
chain should be started. Systems and electronics
component suppliers should make investments for
high volume low cost, high reliability production.
The situation is similar but more complex for the V2I
where the number of involved organization is quite
high. Here the investments are both related to R&D
and implementation (placement of devices on the
roads).

SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Overall B&SM
N Criteria

5

6

7

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
The maintenance costs are above an issue for the
service maintenance, or for the production plant
installations on the road. Also in the service model
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
the systems should be maintained.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Difficult to answer but: Generally speaking this costs
should be not high. V2V operational costs should be
very contained V2I operational costs could be higher
as reflection of maintenance costs.

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

Rationale: The impact has not yet been evaluated.
We should expect the results of the analysis for a
more correct evaluation. Preliminarily we would
expect a high value of the impact both for V2V and
V2I. The differences in evaluations are based on
differnt level of penetration.The Public models or the
added service models could be more effective
because ensuring a higher penetration.

Social Benefit
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Dissemination Level (PU)

Copyright SAFESPOT
Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

Overall B&SM
N Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

Basic concepts : V2V is organizationnaly simpler than
V2I public intervention may speed the process with
clear rules. Services could in some way help(but they
are essentially weaker than public intervention)

9

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Liability is still a critical issue.The B&SM private only
are more critical because it's more difficult to create
regulation. That is a bottom-up process seems very
critical for safety. A relatively better score is assigned
to V2V because of the lower numbers of actors
involved.

Legal
liabilities
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SP6 - BLADE

Deliverable N. D6.6.2

Copyright SAFESPOT

Dissemination Level (PU)

Contract N. IST-4-026963-IP

3.3 Second OEM expert
Table 51 - B&SM – General comment from the second OEM

Overall B&SM
N

1

2

3

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

The user is not very sensible to the technology used
DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if but they take care of the safety. When a service is
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
offered maybe the main interest or curiosity can come
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
from the service. The public intervention could affect
the price and consequently facilitate the acceptance.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

Feasibility is not a problem, reliability is not yet
demonstrated (also in terms of performances).Public
funding link to regulation an the development can
accelerate the time to market.

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Generally speaking expensive, but it is true for all
innovative system. The public funding is not affecting
this criterion.
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Overall B&SM
N

4

5

6

7

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

As all new products at the beginning probably is
expensive.

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

public funding, neutral vs. applications. New
applications will cost. public may improve the
maintenance cost. infrastructure costis higher than
v2v.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

It should be in any case cheap. Some compensations
with services instead of public intervention.

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

No influence of the BM and a positive evaluation
both for V2V and V2I applications.
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Overall B&SM
N

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

V2I more complex than V2V, more actors.Plural
intervention add complexity. Service do not add too
much complexity.

9

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

No difference between V2V simpler modle than V2I.
in any case is needed from the governments the
setup of rules as clear as possible.

Legal
liabilities
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3.4 Economy expert
Table 52 - B&SM1 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM1
N

1

2

3

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
and user gets this for free.
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

If state pays for investment costs, costs for producers
are strongly reduced.
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B&SM1
N

4

5

6

7

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays: Drivers do not consider
component prices as relevant for their decision; IVSS
components are very cheap.

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.
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B&SM1
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

9

DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.

Legal
liabilities
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Table 53 - B&SM2 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM2
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
and user gets this for free.
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

If state pays for investment costs, costs for producers
are strongly reduced.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays: Drivers do not consider
component prices as relevant for their decision; IVSS
components are very cheap.

2
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B&SM2
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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B&SM2
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with only public funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 54 - B&SM3 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM3
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
and user gets this for free.
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

If state pays at least partly for investment costs, costs
for producers are reduced.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays partly, end users consider price
of IVSS components not as expensive or as neutral.

2
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B&SM3
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust, they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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B&SM3
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED with public funding and private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 55 - B&SM4 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM4
N

1

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Attractiveness
and user gets this for free.
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

If state pays at least partly for investment costs, costs
for producers are reduced.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays partly, end users consider price
of IVSS components not as expensive or as neutral.

2
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B&SM4
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust, they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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B&SM4
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 56 - B&SM5 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM5
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety.
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Development and investment costs are expensive.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

End users consider price of IVSS components as
expensive.

2
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N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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B&SM5
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based with only private funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 57 - B&SM6 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM6
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety.
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Development and investment costs are expensive.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

End users consider price of IVSS components as
expensive.

2
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BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust, they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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B&SM6
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) v2i based with only private funding

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 58 - B&SM7 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM7
N

1

2

3

4

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety;
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
additional services improve the value of IVSS for the
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
driver.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are more feasible.

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

If state pays for investment costs, costs for producers
are strongly reduced.

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays: Drivers do not consider
component prices as relevant for their decision; IVSS
components and are very cheap; additional services
also will be cheap.
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B&SM7
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact; additional service
increases social benefits.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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B&SM7
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V BASED plus other services with public funding and private
participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 59 - B&SM8 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM8
N

1

2

3

4

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety;
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
additional services improve the value of IVSS for the
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
driver.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are more feasible.

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs

If state pays for investment costs, costs for producers
are strongly reduced.

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

Since the state pays: Drivers do not consider
component prices as relevant for their decision; IVSS
components and are very cheap; additional services
also will be cheap.
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B&SM8
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact; additional service
increases social benefits.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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B&SM8
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with
public funding and private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 60 - B&SM9 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM9
N

1

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety;
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
additional services improve the comfort of IVSS for
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
the driver.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Development and investment costs are expensive.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

End users consider price of IVSS components as
expensive.

2
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B&SM9
N

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Criteria short definition

Comment received

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working.

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact; additional service
increases social benefits.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.

5

6
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B&SM9
N

9

BASIC SAFESPOT function V2V based plus other services with only private participation

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

Criteria short definition
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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Table 61 - B&SM10 - Comment from the Economy expert

B&SM10
N

1

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

DEFINITION: This term is normally used to describe if Functionalities improve drivers comfort and safety;
Customer
the potential customer will be in favour or not to buy
additional services improve the comfort of IVSS for
Attractiveness
or to use a new product.
the driver.

Technological
feasibility

DEFINITION: In this context it is related to the
availability of technology, standard, demonstrator and
the capability of all these things to be used to realize
the products that are part of the SAFESPOT
development.

The applications are most feasible.

3

Investment
Costs

DEFINITION: Investment costs are the initial costs for
a specific Business that involves the production of
objects, services, or other (Infrastructure Equipment
and Adaption Costs, System Production and Vehicle
Implementation Costs)

Development and investment costs are expensive.

4

Components
Costs

DEFINITION: Estimation of level of cost for the
components to be distributed to the market (possible
reference mobile phone, PDA, consumer electronics)

End users consider price of IVSS components and of
additional services as expensive.

2
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B&SM10
N

Criteria

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received

5

Maintenance
Costs

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost for the infrastructure maintenance, or for a
service maintenance, or for the production plant
Systems have to be very robust; they are mainly built
maintenance, generally speaking all the costs
for the lifetime.
necessary to maintain alive and in good condition the
systems chain, properly working.

6

Operating
cost

DEFINITION: with this term are depicted the potential
cost that will interest the final users or the
infrastructure in order to maintain updated the system
and related service, properly working

Level of additional fuel consumption will be very low.

7

Social Benefit

DEFINITION: The main focus is related to safety,
traffic efficiency and environmental benefits. An
indirect social benefit will be the cost reduction for the
fatalities and injury avoided by the implementation of
this SAFESPOT B&SM.

There are considerably positive safety impacts; but
only weak positive traffic impact; additional service
increases social benefits.

8

DEFINITION: With this term is depicted the level of
complexity necessary to realize and maintain the
solution under evaluation. This means that
Stakeholders, Users, and all other actors potentially
Organizational
involved in the overall SAFESPOT B&SM, are
Complexity
strongly related each other by relationship and
responsibilities. The potential critical issue is not only
the amount of involved actors but the clarity of the
relationships and responsibilities.
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B&SM10
N

9

Criteria

Legal
liabilities

BASIC SAFESPOT function (excluded pedestrian detection) V2I based plus other services with only
private participation
Criteria short definition
Comment received
DEFINITION: In law a legal liability is a situation in
which a person is financially and legally responsible.
While a Manufacturer's liability is a legal concept that
reflects the fact that producers have a responsibility
not to sell a defective product. Potentially there are
some B&SM for which legal liabilities could be
ambiguous or not defined in a correct way. This
scenario can become more negative in the case that
a B&SM imply negative (not positive) legal
implications with the implication to hinder or slow
down the deployment and consequently the need in
the current legal frameworks to amend them.
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4 ANNEX – Alternative approaches to the first ranking
In this activity the first aspect approached is related to answer the following question:
“Is it possible to identify aspects that are transversal to all B&SM scenario (private
reliance, base functionalities, V2V)?”
The results of this reasoning conduced to identify the following list of items, all of
them not functional:
System maintenance
SAFESPOT certification, monitoring and promotion
SAFESPOT marketing
Possibility of SAFESPOT geographical extension
Facilitating SF introduction (through creation of stakeholders consortia…)
Supply of components
Describing the 10 B&SM in term reliance, functionalities and V2x it is possible to
obtain the following table
Table 62 - B&SM table by reliance and functionalities

B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM3
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6
B&SM7
B&SM8
B&SM9
B&SM10

Reliance
Public
Public
Public/Private
Public/Private
Private
Private
Public/Private
Public/Private
Private
Private

Functionalities
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Plus
Plus
Plus
Plus

V2?
V
I
V
I
V
I
V
I
V
I

In order to have a simple ranking it was prepared the following table where for each
column it was applied a simple quotation taking care that the scale that we want to
use it is limited to -1 negative; 0 not care; +1 positive.
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A brainstorming group realized the following result.
Table 63 - Brainstorming results on reliance and functionalities

Reliance
Public
Public/Private Private
The choice of the
The choice of
subsidizing entity
the subsidizing
requires discussion entity and the
and negotiation
mix of
public/private
participation
require
discussion and
negotiation

-1

-1

0

Functionalities
V2?
Base
Plus
V
I
Involvement
Introduction
of more
of Road
roles
Manager
compared
and related
to Base
activities(*)
version:
Service
Provider
(Telecom
Operator)
and
Content
Provider
(Traffic
Control
Center)
Interaction
with
external
actors:
Information
Service
Managers,
Parking
Managers,
Toll
Managers**
0
-1
0 -1

(*)
infrastructure devices maintenance
system update (e.g. static maps)
taking in charge of alarms on infrastructure alarm devices (validation and
display)
taking in charge traffic lights actuation
road sensor data supply
data supply from other road sensors (traffic light timing, meteo, infrastructure
monitoring)
networks sharing (power, data) between SAFESPOT devices and other
devices
data acquisition from external entities
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Applying the score attributed to each column and adding it, it is reached the following
total ranking
Table 64 - Scoring by reliance and functionalities

B&SM1
B&SM2
B&SM3
B&SM4
B&SM5
B&SM6
B&SM7
B&SM8
B&SM9
B&SM10

Reliance
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
-1
-1
0
0

Functionalities
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
-1

V2?
0
-1
0
-1
0
-1
0
-1
0
-1

TOT
-1
-2
-1
-2
0
-1
-2
-3
-1
-2

Making a simple order by ranking it’s emerging.
Table 65 - ranking by reliance and functionalities

B&SM
B&SM5
B&SM1
B&SM3
B&SM6
B&SM9
B&SM2
B&SM4
B&SM7
B&SM10
B&SM8

Ranking
0
-1

-2
-3

The B&SM5 is the winner. It’s realized only with private reliance, offering the base
functioning. It’s based only on the V2V communication.

In second order is the group of the following configurations
B&SM1
B&SM3
B&SM6
B&SM9

Public
Public/Private
Private
Private
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Fewer favourites
B&SM2
B&SM4
B&SM7
B&SM10

Public
Public/Private
Public/Private
Private

Base
Base
Plus
Plus

I
I
V
I

The last in this scoring is the B&SM8, realized via a mix of Public and Private
Reliance, offering the base function plus services and based only on the V2I.
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